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Our Friendly Show a
“resounding success”

A summary of the 133rd
Kangaroo Valley Show
can be found on page 5,
with many photos found
throughout this edition
of the Voice.
Show results can be
found on page 38 & 39.
Very happy Cochrane Family – Lisa, Lisa’s Dad and Graeme
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Another big thank you to those who
contributed to the fantastic photos
throughout this edition of the Voice;
Al Lockyer, Gary Moore,
Sue Williamson and Tony Barnett

Voice
Advertising
Rates 2018
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Size (mm)

B/W

Colour

1/8 page (60 x 90)
(90 x 60)

$40

N/A

1/4 page (90 x 130)
(130 x 90)

$55 $145

1/2 page (190 x130)
1/2 page (Back Cover)

$85 $185
$220
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Full page (Back Cover)
$300
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Contributing to the April Voice?
Please send all content to

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
or call 0414 884 833 to book your
space by

MARCH 20TH
We are always happy to receive Valley
news including reviews of events,
upcoming activities, community
recognition and any other relevant
community news.
If you see anything on social media
channels that may be of interest, please
send the link.

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
0414 884 833
Please note, submissions received after
the published deadline may miss the
opportunity to be published.
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Our impressive iron people

and the youngest of them all... this
little man is running places
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Letters to
the editor ...
Dear Editor
I would like to say a big thank you to all
those who contribute to The Voice with so
many interesting and informative articles,
on such a variety of topics - usually from
a sound knowledge and experience base.
We are lucky to have a hard copy
local news outlet like The Voice in our
community. This notable publication not
only knits our community together, but
also documents our social history.
I would particularly like to pay tribute
to Rosemary Stanton’s column. To have
a universally acknowledged, top level
professional like her make a contribution
to the Voice every month is quite
significant, and a real coup for the
editorial staff.
I love reading her column with its we’ll
informed, level headed nutritional and
health Information. I always thought
detoxing was a waste of time (see
January’s contribution)! But it’s great
to have it confirmed by someone like
Rosemary.
Over the years I have learned a great
deal from reading her articles and it’s
reassuring to read about the scientific
reasons behind eating or not eating
certain foods or following other health (or
non-health) practices that are raised in
her column.
Thank you Rosemary.
Kathy Harrington

Kangaroo Valley
village pool
opening hours
Keep cool, fit and healthy this summer
at the KV swimming pool. Opening times
below, you can also visit the website for
more information:
www.shoalhavenswimandfitness.com.
au/Our-Centres/Swimming-Pools/
Kangaroo-Valley-Pool

General Hours
Monday to Friday:
7am - 11am & 2pm - 6pm
Saturday & Sunday:
10am - 5pm

Champion Cheese – Smoked Caerphilly by Valley Cheesemakers – trophy presented to Jan Watson by
Kara Duncan as rep from South Coast Dairy (below).

Cheese judge, Carole Willman
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The 133rd Kangaroo Valley Show was
by all measures a resounding success.
Blessed by tremendous, not horrendous
weather, people and participants were
there in record numbers to enjoy the fun
and the spirited competition. The success
of ‘Our’ Show can be measured in many
ways and we get a big tick for all of them.
The KV Show is known as the ‘Friendly
Show’, and with good reason. Not only
is it an event that symbolises our local
community and our local identity, it is
much more than that. The Show draws
many friends back who have lived in
Kangaroo Valley previously. They come to
feel their connection to the Valley and
also to the Show, which has meant so
much for many Valley generations.
The KV Show is also noted for celebrating
its truly agricultural, dairy and beef
roots. Whilst other Shows have tended to
move towards being more focused on the
entertainment and finances, our Valley
Show embraces its agricultural heritage
and combines it with fun, education and
entertainment for the entire community
and all those who attend. When one of
our locals wins, we all celebrate with
them, and win they did. We have the
right balance.
The success of this year’s Show is also
evident through the local community
involvement and participation. The
2018 KV Show experienced many new
records - memberships, gate attendance,
participation in all competitive events,
and entries in the arts and crafts. We also
experienced record numbers of volunteers
who donated countless hours and tireless
efforts to make the Show possible and
also for its smooth running on the day.
All of the new additions to the Show this
year were a raging success. From our
green reusable glasses at the bar to the
Inspiration Station with several of our
generous locals sharing their knowledge
and experience with us. A faster highlight
was the laser tag competition between
the competing KVPS school teams on
Friday which was exciting to watch. Not
only did they have fun, it was free and
also great exercise (shh, don’t tell the
kids). Also the classics were bought back,
egg throwing, three-legged races and
tugger-war. Another new addition this
year was the camel rides, which went
non-stop - a unique experience and an
amazing sight in the expanding Grand
Parade, ridden by our local kids.
Another new addition to the Show this
year was the Shoalhaven Zoo exhibit.
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People were piled three deep to see
the baby crocodile, the baby wombat,
the snakes and other reptiles we just
don’t get to see and feel every day. The
friendship farm was also a favourite with
the children. All these are funded by the
Show Society and included in the cost of
your Show ticket.
Whilst the rodeo was not new this year,
it is definitely worth mentioning. It is a
highlight and a very distinguishing feature
of the Valley Show. We had our first
female contestant and an impressive lineup in all categories. Many other country
Shows have stopped the rodeo, and it is
great that we are able to continue the
long-held tradition. Our house was full.
At the Show Gareth Ward, Kiama MP,
presented the Show committee with
a cheque for $17,000 from the NSW
Government, which will go towards
permanent seating to overlook the KV
Showground. It is important here that
we thank not only Gareth but all of the
Kangaroo Valley community for signing
the petitions in support of this. Your
support helped make the strongest
possible case for this funding. Gareth
said “The Kangaroo Valley Show Society is
run entirely by volunteers and this grant
should be seen as a vote of confidence
by the NSW Government in their great
work”.
On behalf of the President Harold
Sharman I would like to thank all those
who attended, all those who participated,
and especially all those who volunteered.

A special thank you must go to ‘our’
Jacqui Lenz. The preparation for the 2019
Show has already begun, with people
talking about new ideas and improved
ways to make the Show even better. So
save the date 15th/16th Feb, 2019.
So it is easy to measure the 2018 KV Show
as a success. The statistics tell you that.
But it’s what you cannot readily measure
which depicts why it was such a success.
It was friends returning to the Valley,
friends helping, community spirit and
being true to our traditions. For me, what
I love the most, is seeing our sense of
community – seeing all of the locals with
their kids, their cows, their sheep, their
birds, their dogs and friends. See you all
next year!
						
			
Karen Barker

Show results can be found on
page 38 & 39. You can find more
results and photos on our website
www.kangaroovalleyshow.org.au

Our amazing

Waste Warriors
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against millions of others who use the
same one. If it’s too narrow, it’s likely
no one will be searching for that specific
thing so no one will see it. The best
approach is to do a combination of both.

Last month I covered the reasons why
social media is a fantastic way to promote
your business, and why you should be on
Facebook. This month Instagram is the
focus, as this is the second most popular
social media platform in Australia.
So, who should have an Instagram page?
Instagram is the most popular social
media platform for people under 30.
It is also a highly visual platform,
where images are king. So if visuals are
important to your business, Instagram is
the place to be.
Some examples of businesses that are
perfect for Instagram are where you are
selling physical goods (eg a shop), are
a café or if you are an accommodation
provider. These types of businesses rely
heavily on presentation, and this is what
you can showcase on Instagram.
Once you have an Instagram account set
up, make sure you post photos that are
of high quality. The aim here is to stand
out from the huge amount of other similar
businesses – and the ONLY way to do that
is through your photos. Ensure you have
good lighting and the photos aren’t blurry.
The beauty of Instagram is that it’s
actually easier to get ‘followers’ than on
Facebook. Why? Because of the hashtag!
The hashtag is simply a filing system and
a search engine in one. After you upload
your photo and write something to go
with it, you will need to include some
hashtags so people can find your post.
You can add as many hashtags as you like,
but you need to be really strategic about
what hashtags you use; if your hashtag
is too generic, you will be competing
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Anzac Day in
Kangaroo Valley

Let’s back up a bit. You’re probably
wondering how exactly you do the whole
hashtag thing, am I right?
Well, it’s actually quite simple. All you
need to do is type in a word or phrase,
and put a “#” in front of it. For example,
if you wanted to let people know you
are in Kangaroo Valley, you would type
#kangaroovalley. Note there are no spaces
between the words. Only consecutive
letters and words will form part of the
hashtag.
So now back to how to do hashtags well.
Studies have shown that nine is the magic
number of hashtags you need to reach the
most people. However, if you can think
of more, add them in when you’re first
starting out. The key is to include words
about what you provide, your location
and any words that you think people
would use when searching for a business
like yours. Do some research to see what
others similar to you are using, especially
if they have lots of followers - and you
will find them on Instagram because of
the hashtags they’ve used!
So that is all I will cover this month. I
don’t want to bombard you all at once
because there is so much more to it than
this, but I will touch on that in later
articles.
Again, if you want some inspiration,
check out the Kangaroo Valley Chamber’s
Instagram account: search “Visit Kangaroo
Valley”.
Stay social!
Sally Latham

Your one-stop-shop for all your everyday and weekend needs

Open 7 days a week • 7am - 5pm

Anzac Day March 2017

This is the general information for
Anzac day. The full program will be
printed in the April edition of the
Kangaroo Valley Voice.
The March will commence from
Osborne Park Showground at 10am
and proceed to the War Memorial
in the centre of the village for the
Service, from 10am to 11am.
Moss Vale Road will be closed for all
traffic at either end of the township
from 9.45am to 11.15am. Family
members of ex-servicemen who wish
to march in the parade should arrive
at the Showground at 9.30am. Anyone
wishing to lay a wreath, please
register with the attendants at the
Memorial by 9am.These will be listed
and called in order of their placement
adjacent to the Memorial.
Programs will be available at the
Memorial and Osborne Park.
Osborne Park will be the venue for
the post-Service family activities and
the prize-giving for the students.
Drinks for the children are provided,
courtesy of the Friendly Inn, and
the Lions Club serve up a delicious
sausage sizzle and Anzac biscuits with
tea and coffee.
The Anzac committee invites all
residents and tourists to attend this
centenary commemorative event
held in honour of our servicemen and
women, past and present.
Should you have any queries please
phone me on 4465 1851.
Looking forward to your company.
						
				
Joan Bray

151 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley • 4465 1512
... in the centre of town, opposite the Post Office
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KVCTC – What is it?
The Kangaroo Valley Chamber of Tourism
and Commerce (yes, I know, it’s a
mouthful) - KVCTC - is a volunteer, nonprofit, Incorporated Association which
aims to:
• promote Kangaroo Valley as a tourist
destination
• promote member businesses, including
those tourist, retail or service-based
• keep members abreast of changes
in government policy and consumer
behaviour that may affect their 		
businesses
• prepare information for members that
may assist them in the running of
their business in such areas as 		
promotion, changing trends, service to
customers, or provision of adequate
duty of care.
Why does Kangaroo Valley need it?
Most businesses in Kangaroo Valley
depend on the tourist trade for at least
some of their business. Even a plumbing
business that does work at a house that
is let for holidays by the owner receives
some of its income from tourism. Also,
many businesses in Kangaroo Valley are
micro businesses, either solely owneroperated or with very few employees. It
is very hard for these small businesses
to keep up with changes in regulatory
requirements or consumer trends on
their own. The owner is often the
marketing department, human resources
department, accounting department,
legal department and everything else
all rolled into one. Business owners can
feel very alone, and it helps to have both
formal and informal interaction with
other people in the same situation, as
well as achieving some ‘critical mass’
when lobbying government.
What has it done?
In recent months the KVCTC has:
• lobbied members of Parliament with
regard to the NSW Parliamentary
Review into Short-Term Holiday Lets,
advocating that the industry provides
a significant economic contribution
in regional areas, and that most of the
problems that do occur are confined
to metropolitan areas, in particular
strata schemes. Onerous approval
processes, such as development
applications, would be 			
counterproductive. Early indications
are that impacts on the Shoalhaven
area will be minimal.

Alison Baker presenting the Cup donated by the
KVCTC, to Pam Swinfield the Most Successful Cheese
and Diary exhibitor at 2018 KV Show,

• researched, and then provided to
members, practical information with
regard to potential bushfire threats
in Kangaroo Valley. This included a talk
to members by the Kangaroo Rural Fire
Service Captain, incorporating detailed
consideration of particular areas of
the Valley. Information such as this
supports businesses in providing
adequate levels of duty of care.
• provided a contribution to a bus which
brought many tourists back to the
Valley on the Friday and Saturday
nights after they attended the
Fairgrounds Festival at Berry in 		
December.
• assisted Chris Warren (MSc, PhD 		
candidate) with the marketing and
implementation of the Green Kangaroo
Program, which is further promoting
Kangaroo Valley’s ‘green’ credentials,
building on his previous work (with
the old KVTA) in making the Valley the
first plastic bag free town in mainland
Australia.
KVCTC also produces and distributes
three A5 brochures – a Retail, Dining
and Activities Guide, an Accommodation
Guide, and an Environs and Village Map.
These promote member businesses to
visitors, as well as helping them easily
find the best bits of Kangaroo Valley.
Hopefully there will be so much for them
to do that they will have to make a return
visit!
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How would you finish this sentence:
“Jesus is…”? You might say – “a good
person”. Or you may say “irrelevant”.
Some might say “a fairy tale”. If you
catch me around KV I would genuinely
like to hear your thoughts on how you
would finish that sentence! Jesus himself
often asked that question of people –
“Who do you say I am?”. He wanted
people to know that he was the Son of
God – the one whom his Father sent to
bring people rescue from their sin.
From March 18-25 our church is hosting
four or five Moore College bible students
from Sydney. We asked to host the
students so they might see what it’s
like to be part of a rural community and
gain experience of rural village life and
ministry too. On the Wednesday and
Friday of that week we’ve allocated time
for them to help people around KV with
maintenance or cleaning – the only cost
for you would be to give them a morning
or afternoon tea break and have a chat
with them! If you would like them to
come to your place give me (Andrew
Paterson) a call on 0410 760 271 and I’ll
come up with them to give you a hand.
We’re thrilled too that on Wednesday
March 21 Henry Olonga is coming to KV.
Henry was the first Zimbabwean black
test cricketer, a terrifying fast bowler
who once claimed the wicket of the
Indian batting supremo Sachin Tendulkar!
Henry has an amazing story to tell about
how he protested against the corruption
of the then Zimbabwean government
on the field during a test match against
Namibia – and was forced to flee the
country that very day, fearing for his life.
We are confirming the location of the KV
interview with Henry as I write so will
post it on the KV facebook community
page as soon as we can – you are welcome
to come and hear him speak!

Do your kids like Colin Buchanan? Colin
is an accomplished country singer but
also a great performer for kids, and
a committed Christian as well. He is
giving a kids’ concert at the Shoalhaven
Want to know more?
Entertainment Centre on Saturday March
The KVCTC is an inclusive organisation
24 from 1.30pm. The cost is only $12.95
and welcomes input from the wider
per person. Kate Hole from our church is
community as well as all businesses in
organising to buy tickets as one group for
Kangaroo Valley. Feel free to email us at
KV families so we can be seated together.
contact@visitkangaroovalley.com.au.
Give her a contact if you want to be part
						 of the group. Colin is also giving a special
				Alison Baker
concert for adults on the same day in the
evening from 7.30pm. The cost of those
tickets is $25 each.
Warm regards to you all
Visit the website, www.visitkangaroovalley.com.au

Andrew Paterson
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What a Book Club can give you
Surprise yourself by stepping outside your
comfort zone.
Belonging to a book club (or group) will
present a different experience for each
member. While harmony in the group is
highly desirable, it’s also important to
have people involved who don’t agree
with everything that is said – a clash
of ideas can make for a stimulating
conversation.
So what would you want from a book
group? A purely literary experience?
Exposure to a wider variety of reading
material? A social occasion? Group
therapy?
To get an insight into what possibilities
might await you, our nine-member group
has each identified what our book group
means to her.
1. Book club is not just about the book!
Of course a good read is important, but
getting all the ingredients right for a
successful club can be bit of a lucky-dip.
My measures of success are (a) a good
format, (b) good group dynamics, (c)
a high level of contribution from each
member and (d) a good or not-so-good
book, no matter, so long as it triggers
plenty of discussion.
When all the stars are in alignment and
the book has been dealt with, it’s easy
then to move into that relaxed space
where wine flows and conversations and
friendships flourish.
				

Sue Hansell

Painting &
Decorating
Painting | Plastering | Decorating
No job too big or small

20 years experience
Adam Dunn

0423 461 275

adamdunny@hotmail.com
Licence 216962C
ABN 39441241846

2. “It is a truth universally acknowledged”
that a book group expands one’s reading
horizons. In the last six years I have read
six books that I probably wouldn’t have
picked up without the impetus to not
be shamed in the group for not reading
someone’s choice (and I heard that the
original ‘rules’ of the group were that
not reading two books implies instant
dismissal). This usually also means that
I have listened to others claiming that
the said book was one of their all-time
favourites and sometimes I have been
converted: Kitchen by Banana Yoshimoto
and 1Q84 by Haruki Murakame, are two
that come to mind.
Lee Sharam
3. I really value having a book group to
discuss issues arising from our books and
digging deeper into meaning. For this to
happen, I appreciate the fact that we
have been together for a period of time,
so that friendship, trust, confidentiality
and respect are treasured. When a book
touches me, it is usually for reasons that
are deeply personal, so again having
a respectful group allows me to share
important issues I discover in my reading.
				

Sue Williamson

4. I love being part of our book group.
Unlike others in the group I do not have
a literary background, so I really enjoy
being introduced to many books that I
otherwise would not know about, let
alone read. My reaction to a book is often
about connecting to one or other of the
characters, or a situation that I have
faced in my own life. I find this inspiring
and healing, which wouldn’t be possible
without a loving and supportive group of
book lovers!.
Bev Dunphy
5. Before I joined this book group I had to
be dragged kicking and screaming to any
book I was instructed to read, so it has
been character forming having to cope
with something I hadn’t chosen. I have
found that I can read a novel longer than
250 pages, magic realism, challenging
non-fiction about the Middle East and
even science fiction.
Sue Prescott
6. Over ten years’ membership I’ve
learned a lot about my book reading
comrades, their reading tastes, tolerance
for other points of view, the incredible
honesty, level of trust and respect
given to each other and of course their
superb soup cooking skills. Books that
have captured my attention include
The Leopard (Giuseppe Tomasi de
Lampedusa), Why be Happy When You
Could be Normal (Jeanette Winterson)
and The Good Soldier (Ford Maddox Ford).
Kathy Harrington
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7. I can always make time to read a book.
The reason I like being part of a book
group is that when I have finished a good
book it is great to discuss it with friends
and hear other opinions on it. You also
read books that you may not otherwise
read and discover new authors.
Meeting once a month is also a lovely
way to keep in touch and you get a great
understanding of others within the group.
Happy reading.
Lynne Povey
8. After ten years, our book group is well
and truly part of my life! I open each
new book with anticipation and, far more
often than not, enjoy the read. There are
so many books, which I have, thoroughly
enjoyed. To name a few, Mornings in
Jenin (Susan Abulhawa), Burial Rites
(Hannah Kent), All the Light we Cannot
See (Anthony Doerr) and A Little Life
(Hanya Yanagihara). For me, a book
group isn't just about reading though!
As I contemplate my feeling of ease
when enveloped in a comfy armchair, it's
reminiscent of how I feel about our book
group. It's warm and safe - like coming
home.
Denise Wright
9. I was a book club virgin when I was
invited to join this book club. Although a
keen reader, I had no idea what to expect.
I’ve loved being encouraged to read more
widely – to experience books that I might
never have picked off the shelf.
But the most important thing by far is
the loving and caring sisterhood that
has formed over time. (Yes, we are
all women.) This bond encompasses
amazing trust and confidence, enabling
very open and frank conversations. One
way of describing my experience is that
each book we read is like a canvas with
a sketch on it. We discuss the book,
always, and then, depending on the
mood of the evening, we range across
our own experiences prompted by the
characters, relationships and issues under
discussion. This happens quite organically
and may be superficial or surprisingly
intimate… almost confessional. We find
that memories can surface from long ago
and there’s sometimes tears, pain and joy
and often laughter till our sides ache. I’ve
occasionally come away thinking wow, did
that really happen?
… and I wonder if there are any
‘brotherhood’ book clubs out there?
Chris Pryor
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Brogers Creek
Landcare picnic
The Brogers Creek, Woodhill and
Wattamollan community came together
for the 20th year to celebrate our good
fortune. About 80 attended; 87 years
to 7 months was the delightful range.
Good food, marvellous music, gentle
conversation and earnest dialogue
ensued. Our best ever turn-up from
Brogers Creek Road was encouraging.
Amongst the issues raised at the
Community Forum were:
• Preparations for our annual Clean Up
Australia effort. SCC and Crocodile
Waste P/L will once again provide
large skips over the first weekend of
March. One will be for steel and the
other for all other waste.
More details shortly.
• The Brogers Creek Landcare remains
vibrant. BCL has linked up with the
Kangaroo Valley Environment Group
and Shoalhaven Landcare. Greg 		
Thompson reported on various projects
underway and the equipment members
can access.
• The last Saturday of the month 		
remains the key focus for Landcare.
This month we will work at Louise
Burney’s, on Saturday 24 February
from 3.30pm. Details by email the
prior week.
• With the nation-wide community
dialogue around the timing of Australia
Day, some options for the date of
our community picnic were raised.
More discussion, please.
• Cathy Gorman encouraged us all to
participate in the wonderful array that
is the Kangaroo Valley Show, on 17
and 18 Feb-ruary. Members are invited
to assist the 'Waste Warrior' initiative
to maximise recycling. Email to
follow.
• The extensive herbicide use along
the roadside and options to mitigate
was raised - needs discussion with
Council.
• We welcomed members of the 		
Shoalhaven Hunting Club. They are
keen to collaborate with landowners
to reduce feral pests - goats, deer and
rabbits. Greg is the contact.
• Kate Watson's dedicated work with
wombats suffering mange infections
informed us all.
Thank you to all who attended. We hope
to see you all (and more) again next year
Alexandra Bruce

FIG Community Garden
Gathering our wits over the holidays,
we consolidated our thoughts of where
and how Friendly Inn Garden (FIG) got
started. A brief history…
It began in 2010, with an initiative
from David Loneragan, in collaboration
with Carl Leddy and Larraine Hahlos,
to create a ‘community garden’. The
concept was to create a user-friendly
centralised garden in the village, with
a market connection in some manner,
where locals could swap and sell produce.
Expressions of interest were advertised in
the Valley Voice, followed by a meeting
of interested parties. Donations to float
the concept were made by the Voice, the
Tourist Association and many generous
community members. A rough framework
of workable parameters was formulated,
knowing the organisation would evolve
with time. On reflection, that is exactly
what has transpired.
A committee, or cast of thousands,
with diverse backgrounds, philosophies
and practical experience, all who were
interested, arrived for the first monthly
meetings at Carl and Larraine’s Gallery in
the village. Lively debates and interesting
discussions regarding aims and objectives,
policy and procedure ensued. Peter
Brandis was elected as the first president.
The original founders have now moved on,
and a continuation of innovative, resilient
and like-minded folk with a philosophy
of ‘community through gardening’ have
picked up the reins.
Peter Thompson at The Friendly Inn
assisted greatly, allowing our volunteer
group to use land at the back of the pub.
Originally stables, out-houses and yards,
this Kikuyu paddock was prepared for the
garden. The initial thrust was to generate
enthusiasm for community gardening
and to raise capital for the venture. It
was decided that an initial crop of garlic
would get people involved. Gavin Chittick
and Vinny Winch helped plough the field,
bulbs were donated by David Loneragan
and Gavin, locals and friends pitched in
and the first crop was sown.
Subsequently, a master plan was drawn up
by Jim Anderson and work commenced on
the lay-out of the garden including vital
infrastructure – water pipes, taps, paths
and fences. Assistance and thanks for this
initial work go to Mark McLennan, Mark
Dryden, Dave Selby, Bob Beasley and Sean
Robb. Gavin helped again with his farm
machinery to form garden beds, whilst

Three Wise Men set out to make a garden - Peter
Brandis, Bruno Henke and David Loneregan

Vinny stepped in to slash the rampant
kikuyu in the lower paddock. The garden
has generally prospered – and, like any
evolving project, lessons have been
learned.
An initiative by Peter Brandis in 2015 to
have a shelter built for volunteers and
equipment resulted in the shed being
sponsored by Gareth Ward MP and the
State Government. FIG volunteers built
the shed under Jim’s guidance, with
valuable contributions to the electrical
work by Mike Gorman. This central
meeting place provides a springboard
for work, social gatherings and valuable
storage.
FIG is now operated by a hardy core of
enthusiasts, who regularly contribute to
the monthly Friendly Inn Farmers Markets,
where we supply our best local organic
fare. The FIG Community Garden is open
to anyone who would like to join – there
is no gate on this garden.
						
				
Jim Anderson

Be a part of the

FIG Community Garden

9.30am Thursday mornings at the
garden behind the Friendly Inn.
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Fun and games at the show
A huge thanks to Gary Moore,
Al Lockyer, Sue Williamson, and
Tony Barnett for the photos of the
Kangaroo Valley Show pictured
throughout this edition of the Voice

Wood Chopping event
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Show Jumping Photography at
the Show

We were overwhelmed by the large
number of high quality entries to the
Photography Section at this year’s
Show. It was wonderful to have such
good local participation. The 109
Junior entries filled the wall of the
Pavilion, while the 234 adult entries
were displayed as a fine exhibition in
the Hall. Well done to all the prizewinners. You were challenged by some
very good work.
The photography has grown in recent
years. This could partly be attributed
to the quality of the exhibition, using
the professional lighting borrowed
from the Arts Festival. Photographs
are shown to their best advantage,
benefitting both photographers and
those viewing the exhibition. Thank
you to the KVAF, and to Mike Gorman
and offsider John who erect the
lighting and take it all down again
after the Show. So many people
contribute to a great exhibition.
						
		
Sue Williamson and
Simon Harrington
						
Stewards

A big thank you to John Sharples
and Mike Gorman (pictured right)
for their wonderful help assembling
the lighting in the hall for the
photography show.
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Happy Sounds
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Gareth Ward MP
Parliamentary Secretary for the Illawarra and South Coast
Parliamentary Secretary for Education
Member for Kiama

Community singing for
people living with dementia

MEDIA RELEASE

You’re invited to join us to share in
the joy of singing and its wonderful
benefits.
Singing led by Julie Emery
Gold coin donation
Morning tea provided each week

$17,000 Boost for Kangaroo Valley Show Society

Where: Shoalhaven Senior Citizens
Centre, 33 Berry St, Nowra.
When: Every Friday 10.30am-12.30pm
Need help with transport?
Contact Judy 0412 219 895 or Gail
0416 259 292

Member for Kiama Gareth Ward
has presented $17,000 funding to
representatives from the Kangaroo
Valley Show Society.

The Kangaroo Valley Show Society
will use this new seating and also the
annual Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival,”
he said.

Mr Ward was joined by the President of
the Show Society Harold Sharman and
Treasurer Keith Wearne at the funding
presentation, which took place at the
annual Kangaroo Valley Show.

“This year’s Show was an unbelievable
success – gate money was increased 41
per cent on the average over the past
four years.

“I was extremely pleased to be able
to secure this $17,000 funding from
the New South Wales Government,
which will go towards permanent
seating to overlook the Kangaroo Valley
Showground and increased comfort for
patrons,” he said.
“The Kangaroo Valley Show Society
is run entirely by volunteers and this
grant should be seen as a vote of
confidence by the NSW Government in
their great work.

Important Numbers
ACMA Complaints		

1800 226 667

Child Protection Helpline

13 21 11

Child Support Hotline

13 12 72

Deparment of Immigration

13 18 81

Do Not Call Register		

1300 792 958

Fair Work Ombudsman

13 13 94

Financial Counselling

1800 007 007

Fire, Police, Ambulance

000

Health Direct Australia

1800 022 222

Kids Helpline		

1800 551 800

Lifeline			

13 11 14

My Aged Care		

1800 200 422

“I would like to acknowledge the
President Harold Sharman, Secretary
Mairi Langton and Treasurer Keith
Wearne who advocated very well for
this funding.
“I would also like to thank the
Kangaroo Valley community for signing
petitions which helped me put forward
the strongest possible case for this
important funding.
Keith Wearne, Treasurer of the
Kangaroo Valley Show Society, also
welcomed this $17,000 funding
announcement.

National Counselling Service 1800 737 732
NBNCO			

1800 687 626

NDIS				

1800 800 110

NSW Rape Crises Centre

02 9819 7357

Parentline		

1300 301 300

Poisons Information Centre

13 11 26

Seniors Line		

13 23 00

“We would really like to thank
enormously the efforts of our local MP
Gareth Ward in assisting us in obtaining
this grant funding and making himself
available to present this funding at our
annual show,” Mr Wearne concluded.

“The seats we currently have are
deemed unsafe so we found out a good
supplier and applied for this funding.

Member for Kiama Gareth Ward MP presenting
$17,000 funding to the Kangaroo Valley Show
Society
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The ‘Beaumont Wombats’ of Berry
and Cambewarra Mountains
Berry Mountain and Tourist Road are well
known by locals for the large number of
wombats, often seen wandering around
late at night. Not so well known are the
‘Beaumont Wombats’, the Volunteer
Rural Fire Brigade that has its station on
Kangaroo Valley Road, Bellawongarah.
We’ve been there for decades, but have
stayed largely hidden in the rainforest.
Look out for our sign near the historic
cemetery.
Our primary role is to respond to
bushfires, structure fires (houses and
sheds) and motor vehicle accidents within
the Bellawongarah, Berry Mountain and
Beaumont areas. We also work closely
with the much-better-known Kangaroo
Valley RFB and Berry’s own Broughton
Vale RFB. We sometimes go further
afield to help brigades with fires in other
Shoalhaven areas.

and fun, and
it can be very
rewarding
knowing you are
doing something
to help your
community. If
you don’t think
firefighting is your
thing, we would
welcome some help with maintenance
and catering too.

Join us and become a Volunteer
Firefighter or Auxiliary member.
Call Captain Dave Macquart on
0402 121 102 or
Senior Deputy Ed Allen on
0416 044 641,
or email us at beaumontvrfb@gmail.com.
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Knitting for Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis (ME)
It is on again this year. Following
the success of the last two years,
the Knitting for ME project is now
accepting donations of newly hand
knitted or crocheted items such as
toys, beanies, scarves or knee rugs,
(beanies in football colours and small
toys are the most popular) for the
Emerge Australia stall at Forest Hill
Chase Shopping Centre (Melbourne) in
mid May to raise much needed funds to
allow Emerge Australia Inc to support
those who have been diagnosed with
Myalgic Encephalomyelitis/Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome. Donations can be
sent to PO Box 120 Prahran, 3181.
Alternatively, tax deductible donations
can be made via the website
www.emerge.org.au
For more info email
knitting@emerge.org.au

As volunteers we donate our time
and energy to protect the mountain
community. We are a small, friendly
group of locals and we all lead busy lives
so would welcome some more help. If
you would like to talk to to us about
becoming a firefighter call Dave or Ed
now, as a Basic Firefighting course is
starting soon. Training is easy, informative

PUBLIC NOTICE
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) are
conducting a 1080 fox baiting program in the Kangaroo
Valley, Budgong and Illaroo areas for the protection of
the Endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby. The baiting is
conducted on various private properties, Council Reserves,
NPWS estate, WaterNSW estate and vacant Crown land. In
addition, in response to increased wild dog activity 1080 wild
dog baiting is also being undertaken within NPWS estate.
All bait stations in this program are permanently baited
throughout the year. Therefore, these properties will have
poison on them from today right through to 30th June 2018.
This baiting will be conducting using both 1080 buried baits
and 1080 (above ground) ejector devices at the bait station
locations. Do not touch any bait or ejector devices. Each
property being baited is sign posted with the baiting dates
and which baiting methods are being used. Dog owners are
reminded to ensure their pets do not wander. 1080 is lethal
to domestic dogs and cats.
A map indicating the approximate location of each bait
station is being hosted on the Friends of the Brush-tailed
Rock-wallaby website at www.rockwallaby.org.au. For any
further information please contact Melinda Norton at the
NPWS Illawarra Highlands Area Office, Fitzroy Falls on
(02) 4887 8244.
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Shedding the Sydney Syndrome
Reportedly overheard in a KV café: “It’s
so beautiful here, but I tell you, when I
come down here to live permanently I’ll
give things a shakeup”.
If you feel it needs a shakeup, why come?
So many of us are relatively new to the
Valley. What was it that attracted us in
the first place? What do we like so much
about it when we’re here?
For many, it is partly the dramatic and
spectacular landscape, partly the sense
of community and partly the feeling of
peace and beauty. All these things put
together contribute to a lifestyle choice.
We like the relaxing, slower pace, where
there’s time and inclination to stop
and talk to people, for the shopkeepers
to chat and take an interest in their
customers.
Many of us start as weekenders, and after
a while wonder why we’re bothering to
rush back to the hurdy-gurdy of the city.
That’s when we make the decision to put
down roots here permanently and enjoy a
more relaxed lifestyle.
Why then do some of us have so much
trouble shedding the restrictions and
stresses of city life that we then want
to incorporate them into our lives here?
I’m sure it is often unconscious, but
over the years we’ve seen it often:
people who think we should impose
parking restrictions, who are happy and
enthusiastic to volunteer in the many
organisations and groups in the Valley,

but immediately want to change them
to run along the corporate lines they
have been used to, or want to introduce
so many new activities or undertakings
into a group that the calendar becomes
a constant run-around. So many of us
are volunteers in our community; not
necessarily with previous or professional
experience in what we are undertaking,
but all enthusiastically doing our best to
help where we can, as well as maintain
the lifestyle we enjoy. And it generally
works by following reasoning that has
been proven before.
That’s not to say that things can’t be
improved or modernised, but not if those
changes are going to destroy what it is
that we love about living here.
We are a small community, and in small
communities steps have to be taken
carefully and respectfully.
There is such a thing as Kangaroo Valley
time, the same as there is Fiji time or
a Lord Howe Island time. We all accept
those, maybe because we’re generally
holidaying there. But the Fijians and
Lord Howe Islanders themselves living
there have obviously successfully created
a relaxed lifestyle. They don’t want to
become part of an urbanised mayhem.
It is so peaceful here, as was stated in
the café. I want time to stop and absorb
the beauty around me, from the dramatic
escarpments to the soft fern-filled gullies,
to stroll down a main street free from
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the roar of traffic and the screaming of
sirens, to know when I go to a restaurant
the proprietor will know my likes and
dislikes, to know the local children can
play and ride their bikes and horses
safely. I don’t want to be pressured to fit
into a tightly constructed mould of rules
and regulations. That was my life before.
The Valley has its own ebb and flow.
Floating along with that is generally more
rewarding than trying to fight the current.
To be able to go for an early morning walk
and watch the ghostly white gums emerge
from the mist, and then see the colours
consolidating with the red and green flash
of a king parrot or the pink sun settling
onto the escarpment is something special.
I feel then that I have been part of
something measured and timeless. If we
settle into that rhythm we become part
of this wonderful Valley.
To those who want to change things
I urge you to ask yourselves exactly
why, and what would be the results of
those changes? Would our Valley start to
resemble more and more the urban world
we’ve just escaped? Then where would
we go?
			

Jenelle Brangwin
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Living in Kangaroo Valley full-time for
over 13 years I like to think I've got a
handle on the weather pattern, and being
interested in astronomy I find myself
looking at the sky with both anticipation
and trepidation on any night I think I have
the energy to stay up or get up. So here
are some of my observations.
Kangaroo Valley has two seasons: it's
either hot or cold. I'm kidding - a bit.
Seriously, we have about six weeks of
perfect weather in Autumn and another
six weeks in Spring. As for the rest of the
year, we all have our own preference for
either the hot months or the cold months.
Summer is not my favourite, either as
a builder or an astronomer. Summer is
beautiful weather to be outside in the
evenings and early night, also again in
the cooler mornings, but the hours of
darkness arrive very late and if you're on
a building site the next day it's hard to
stay up late . In addition, the atmosphere
is quite turbulent from heat rising from
the Earth. We've had a lot of cloud this
Summer, and I'm as annoyed as everybody
that we have cloud and so little rain.
As Autumn approaches so does earlier
twilight and cooler skies. In addition,
when daylight saving finishes in April,
sunset arrives an hour earlier (according
to the clock), so a few hours observing is
no longer out of the question on a week
night. As we move into Winter we can be
observing as early as 5.30pm and have the
bonus of the beautiful Winter Milky Way
stretched overhead.
This Autumn and Winter will be brilliant
for observers as Jupiter, Saturn and Mars
are all going to be rising during primetime viewing hours. Jupiter is so large and
reflects so much sunlight it is justifiably
called the King of the Planets. Jupiter
contains more than 2.5 times the mass of
all the other planets combined!
In fact, two of Jupiter's moons could be
planets in their own right with Ganymede
(5,286km diameter) larger than Mercury
and Callisto only fractionally smaller
again. Mercury measures in at 4,879km
diameter and Callisto at 4,821km. What
a massive planet it is indeed that can
hold two other ‘planets’ of this size in its
thrall.

Niall MacNeill
Jupiter 16 Feb 2018

As an object in the sky Jupiter subtends
40 seconds of arc this month and Saturn
only 36 seconds from tip to tip of its
rings. What Saturn lacks in size it makes
up for in beauty, and this year Saturn is
presenting a magnificently open face for
our viewing pleasure. It is easy to see
the full glory of the rings and even the
shadow of the rings on the planet. I'm
hoping to have my imaging skills improved
by winter so I can capture these moments
in cosmic time. Speaking of imaging skills,
this month I am including two images of
Jupiter and Saturn, each taken by my
friend Niall MacNeill. Niall is highly skilled
at imaging and processing and is doing
wonderful work from his observatory at
Wattle Flats near Sofala.
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Triva Questions:(answers on page 35)
(with thanks to Michael Wolstenholme)

1) How many red stripes are on the US
flag?
2) What is the definition of the word
Demonym
3) Who said, “From the moment I
picked your book up until I laid it down
I was convulsed with laughter. Someday
I intend reading it?
4) Which US singer/actress produced
the Broadway production of ‘Priscilla
Queen of the Dessert’?
5) Who are Vladimir and Estragon
waiting for in a 1950’s play by Samuel
Beckett?
6) Eddie Valiant, Judge Doom and
Dolores are all characters in which
Disney film?

Niall MacNeill Saturn 20 June 2017

Lastly we come to Mars. An object of
special interest to man for thousands
of years because of its red colour and
rapid movement, it is named for the
Roman God of War. The most explored
and visited body in the solar system
other than Earth itself, it has in recent
times generated much speculation as an
object of colonisation, especially with the
successful lift-off of the Space-X Heavy
Lift Rocket by private entrepreneurs.
In March, Mars moves quickly from
Ophiuchus into Sagittarius, then takes
up residence in Capricornus for nearly
five months. The reason its race across
the sky comes to a stall is that Earth
catches up and passes Mars, creating an
apparent loop in Mars’ position in the sky.
I'll explain this next month as we head
toward the most favourable opposition of
Mars for decades.

7) Late US jazz singer, born Eleanora
Fagan, was better known by what
name?
8) What do the letters W D stand for in
WD 40?
9) ‘They’re changing guard at
Buckingham Palace’ is the first line of a
poem by whom?
10) The word “Admiral” is derived from
which language?
11) Which American Author said “I did
not attend his funeral, but I sent a nice
letter saying I approved of it.”
12) Which US singers controversially
celebrated their fifth wedding
anniversary in Cuba in April 2013?

Clear Skies.
Trivia is held on the second Tuesday of
every month at

The Friendly Inn
7:30 p.m. start
$5 donation to Alzheimer’s.
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Stating the obvious with our school sign

Our school canteen

Our Year 6 leaders presented their speeches to
the school. A fantastic group eager to support
each other and the school this year.

It was wonderful welcoming the school
back for the 2018 school year. The staff
and I are looking forward to another
fantastically successful year for all
our students. We have a new group of
Year Six leaders ready to take on the
responsibilities of their leadership roles
within the school, and of course we have
a new group of Kindergarten students
beginning their time at K.V.P.S. The
students have settled in well, we have
already completed our House Swimming
Carnival, and we are really looking
forward to exhibiting and taking part in
the KV Show. What a great start to 2018!
				
			

Year six and their Kindy buddies

House Swimming Carnival

Above: School grown watermelon for day one
Below: Back to work in the garden

Andrew Smee
Principal

environmental contracting, garden management,
landscape design & construction, permaculture design

Ryan 0409 743 828 & Katie 0424 236 235
www.mountainecho.com.au
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The preschool staff are excited over the
installation of an air conditioner in the
office. No more freezing or sweltering in
that stuffy room. We can now comfortably
get on with our administration work.
Thanks to Friendly Inn Piggy Races – the
donation from that event paid for the air
conditioner as well as our new turf.

Animal fun at the Show
The preschool has been full of excitement
over the Kangaroo Valley Show. The
children have been reminiscing over their
past adventures and wondering what is
in store for them this year. Each year we
make a classroom book recording their
favourite moments at the show. It is going
to be a jam-packed volume this year!

The Kangaroo Valley community is always
supporting the preschool, and that
support is much appreciated. We would
like to thank Kevin Crowe for his generous
donation of a huge trailer full of mulch.
Not only did he donate the mulch, he
donated his time to deliver and spread
the mulch around our maple tree. Thank
you Kevin.
We would also like to send a thank you to
the Buchanan family for the donation of
the “Wedgit” construction toy that their
family had outgrown. Your donation has
doubled our stock of this very popular
toy and the children are making amazing
creations with it!
				

KV Show Art First Prize

Jacinta Perry

KV Show Art Second Prize

Nursery rhymes are another important
part of language and literacy
development. The pre-schoolers have
been exploring this form of traditional
poetry through singing, chanting,
movement and games. Some favourites
have definitely emerged – Hickory Dickory
Dock, Little Miss Muffet and Incy Wincy
Spider. The poetry has inspired extended
learning about numbers, telling the time
and spiders. Getting our tongues around
the word “cephalothorax” has been a
fun challenge as we learned to name the
parts of a spider’s body!

Balancing

Digging for treasure

Exploring the kinetic sand Preparing for the Show
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January call-outs
We had a total of seven call-outs over
the last month, but put in plenty of hours
with only some quick expedient action by
the brigade preventing potentially a much
larger fire in the Beehive point area west
of Jacks Corner Road.
1st call was to a small grass fire in
Mackays Road, which had started as a
result of a tree down over power lines.
Once the power was isolated and the area
made safe, crews were able to extinguish
the fire and then used our pole saw and
chainsaws to assist removing the tree
2nd call was on Australia Day afternoon
to a report of a smoke sighting after a
lightning strike along Beehive Point Road.
After a number of crew had to quickly
leave the cricket game at the oval, all
three trucks were dispatched and spent

Bee Hive Point RAFT crew

the next hour searching for the fire which
proved very difficult to locate. Beaumont
brigade was also utilised to spot this
fire from the Tallowa Dam Road side of
the river from good vantage points. The
fire was eventually located close to the
lake and approx. 750m off the road.
Arduous crews then walked in to find the
actual fire and, using hand tools only,
managed to establish rough containment
lines around it, keeping it to under a
half hectare size, before walking out

before dark. Two crews returned the next
morning and, along with a Beaumont
crew and NPWS crews, walked back and
contained and extinguished this fire. The
trees that had been struck by lightning
were very clearly apparent from bark and
branches blown off by the force. This sort
of remote work is very strenuous in the
high temperatures, and also dangerous
with one burning tree falling even as were
assessing it.
3rd call came as we were returning from
the second day at this fire to a tree down
over Kangaroo Valley Road. The small
tree was located and quickly sawn up
and removed with help from a farmer’s
tractor
4th call was to another fire out at Beehive
Point, which had actually been called
in by an aircraft flying overhead. This
was right at the end of Beehive Point
Road and found to be located approx.
500m up in the Yarrunga Creek area
and appears may have started from a
campfire. KV ground crews once again
had to walk into this fire to get access to
it along an old fire trail and, using hand
tools and a backpack blower, set about
containing this spreading fire until such
time as the fire trail could be cleared by
a chainsaw crew and eventually trucks
could get access to the head of the fire to
provide water. A number of NPWS crews,
Beaumont and Cambewarra brigades
and also Shoalhaven RAFT crews also
attended. A RFS helicopter and RAFT crew

Jamie and Mike hiking out of Bee Hive Point fire
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A breakdown of what the status and alert
levels mean on the RFS site:
• Out of Control: A fire which is 		
spreading on one or more fronts.
Effective containment strategies are
not in place for the entire perimeter.

Jamie and Mike at Yarrunga Ck fire

• Being Controlled: Effective strategies
are in operation or planned for the
entire perimeter.
• Under Control: The fire is at a stage
where fire fighting resources are only
required for patrol purposes and major
re-ignition is unlikely.

Alert Levels

Dusty clearing fire breaks at Beehive Point

were dispatched from Sydney to this fire,
but once they arrived it was determined
that we had sufficient resources so they
were redeployed elsewhere. Crews from
Kangaroo Valley and NPWS returned the
next day to complete control lines around
this fire and extinguish hot spots keeping
this fire to approx. 2ha. If this fire had
crossed this fire trail it would have grown
much larger due to lack of access and
alternative control lines.
5th call was to a smoke sighting in Upper
Kangaroo River near Scotts Road, and
eventually an illegal burn pile was found
on a private property as their permit was
expired and the owners were unaware that
all permits had been suspended that day.
6th call was to a report of smoke in the
Beaumont area, but was determined to be
early morning mist and dust/smoke haze
in the Valley.
7th call - we were stood down before
leaving the station once more information
was received.
News / Action for Summer
The brigade would like to farewell Ken
Crocker and wish him all the best in his
new venture as he moves away from the
valley. Ken was an active member and had
just attained his ten year service medal
and will be sorely missed as our Treasurer
- a position he held for seven years

During a bush fire, Alert Levels are used
to give you an indication of the level of
threat from a fire.
Remember - don’t wait for a warning.
Some fires start and spread so quickly
there may not be any time for a
warning. If you get a Bush Fire Alert,
you must take it seriously. Failure to
take action can result in death or injury
to you or your family members.
There are three level of Bush Fire Alerts:
Advice.
A fire has started. There is no immediate
danger. Stay up to date in case the
situation changes.
Watch and Act
There is a heightened level of threat.
Conditions are changing and you need to
start taking action now to protect you and
your family.

The brigade must respond if a Triple
Zero call is received from any source.
Fire permits may still be temporarily
suspended due to higher fire danger
conditions and total fire bans.
Fire permits can be arranged with
advanced notice to your local fire permit
officers:
Mike Gorman

0447 651 540

Neil Breeze

0439 065 128

Dave Smart

0467 812 190

Keith Nelson

0408 273 057

Bill Chittick

0400 873 012.

Training
We have three new members who have
completed their BF assessment and
practical training and are now able to
attend callouts. Thanks to Nigel Anderson,
Alex Crowe and Bill Haskin for putting in
this effort and completing the practical
assessment day on an extremely hot day,
which made for a good simulation of
fire conditions, and some have already
attended their first call out.
The brigade continued with our strong
community involvement providing many
willing strong arms to assist with setting
up for the KV Show, erecting tents and
banging in steel posts around the arena
followed up by taking part in the Grand
Parade proudly displaying our truck
fleet, and then providing water for the
entertainment of the bath tubs in the iron
person events.
				

Emergency Warning
An emergency Warning is the highest level
of Bush Fire Alert. You may be in danger
and need to take action immediately. Any
delay now puts your life at risk.

Fire Permits
Fire Permits are required for any burning
off of pile burns, etc. - essentially
anything other than a BBQ or camp fire
for warmth. Please ensure you have a
valid permit and provide 24 hours’ notice
to any adjoining neighbours; otherwise
you may receive a visit from your local
brigade and possibly an infringement
notice for any illegal burns.

The brigade at times, through social
media on our facebook page, will
endeavour to put up news of what the
brigade is up to and what incidents we
are attending. However, these typically
are not updated or issued at the incident
as we are busy with fire fighting and in
many areas do not have reception.
The most up-to-date and accurate fire
information can be found through the RFS
Fires near Me App for your smart phone
or website https://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/
fire-information/fires-near-me.
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Farewell to Ken Crocker

Steve Jenner blacking out

Dusty Smart
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Dogs on show

Almost 90 breeds of
dogs were represented
at the 2018 Kangaroo
Valley Dog Show. This came from over 130
exhibitors and in total 308 dogs. The field
was varied and results in some instances
surprising, with the best in show being
awarded to AU CH PIPERDENE WEAVE A
DREAM, exhibit number 76, which was a
Bedlington Terrier. The picture below is
the dog being awarded his place in the
show. As a result of winning at the KV
Show the dog has now become a Supreme
Champion (the highest order that can be
awarded). The owners had travelled from
Annangrove, so it was obviously worth
the trip. The judges had travelled from
around the state, and they were blessed
with a wonderful sunny, not too hot day
for the Show.
Many thanks go out to those who make
it happen on the day: Annette, Larraine,
Margo (Berry) and Diane (Nowra). If you
read the facebook posts, KV is seen to
have the most picturesque dog rings in
the state (we would say the world).
Jason Horton

Kangaroo Valley

FIREWOOD

Seasoned Firewood
Delivered & Stacked

A local supplier using a local resource
Call Jamie • 0412 424 069 • 4465 2520
email: jamiesalkeld@gmail.com
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Two World Premieres
Top : Paul Grabowsky
Left: Ross Edwards

of musicians coming together for this
performance: David Pereira (cello);
Anna McMichael (violin); Tamara-Anna
Cizlowska makes a welcome return to
the valley to play piano; and we’ll be
hearing a countertenor in the valley
for the first time - Tobias Cole, who is
Opera Australia’s go-to countertenor. The
program will feature all the music Ross
Edwards has written for cello, including
the world premiere of a new work for
cello and piano, Valley Spirit.

Far Left: David
Pereira
Left: Sandy Evans

Coming up in May, Arts in the Valley is
presenting two concerts, each with an
exciting world premiere.
On Saturday May 5 our second jazz
concert will be held. It features two of
Australia’s most exciting jazz musicians
performing as a duo for the first time.
Saxophonist Sandy Evans is playing in
a duo with pianist Paul Grabowsky. It’s
something they’ve wanted to do for
decades, ever since they started working
together in the Australian Art Orchestra.
One suspects it is the chasm that exists
between Sydney and Melbourne that is

responsible for the fact that this event
has not happened before. Both players
bring a wealth of emotion and virtuosity
to their performances, so even if you
think you aren't a jazz lover this concert
just might change your mind.
On Sunday May 6 we are kicking off the
75th birthday celebrations for one of
Australia’s most loved composers – Ross
Edwards. Ross’s music, often inspired by
long rambling walks in nature, appeals to
most people with its sincerity and charm,
its bubbly rhythms and memorable
melodies. We have an outstanding group

Arts in the Valley

CONCERT
WEEKEND

Outstanding jazz & classical musicians

Kangaroo

Valley

Hall

5 & 6 May, 2018 Tickets at

artsinthevalley.net.au

This promises to be an outstanding
weekend of music. It’s all happening here
in Kangaroo Valley. Neither concert will
be presented in a capital city – we are so
lucky!
Full details and tickets are available by
visiting artsinthevalley.net.au. As always,
members have first priority.
			

Belinda Webster

Outstanding Jazz

Sandy Evans and Paul Grabowsky
Two of Australia’s jazz royalty
together for the first time
Saturday May 5, 5pm

Valley Spirit

Tamara-Anna Cislowska (piano)
Tobias Cole (counter tenor)
Anna McMichael (violin)
& David Pereira (cello)
will celebrate much loved composer
Ross Edwards’ 75th birthday and
première his composition Valley Spirit
Sunday May 6, 11:30am

arts in the valley
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under your feet

or ...
on the drive way; at the house site
in the subdivision; on the property;
in the dam ...
In fact, Selbys can, and do, make the
earth move just about anywhere!

Selbys Earthmoving has an extensive range of modern machinery
to ensure we have the right equipment for your job!

SELBYS EARTHMOVING
David 0428 429 398 or Sharon 4465 1186

For a complete list of tasks we tackle
check out the website

|

IT Y

earth
move
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Two new Australian films @ The ARTS LAB
We are very excited to be starting our
2018 program at The ARTS LAB, Upper
River Hall with a double feature of two
remarkable and important new Australian
films – both period westerns: Warwick
Thornton’s Sweet Country and Victoria
Wharfe McIntyre’s short film Miro.
Thornton’s second feature film after the
sublime Samson and Delilah has again
wowed judges and audiences at festivals
all over the world since its release:
Special Jury prize at Venice Film Festival;
Best Film at Toronto International Film
Festival; Asia Pacific Screen Awards;
ImagineNATIVE festival Canada and
FIPRESCI Camerimage Film Festival; and
winner of the Audience Award and Best
Dramatic Feature Film at the Adelaide
Film Festival. Inspired by real events,
Sweet Country is a period western set
in 1929 in the outback of the Northern
Territory. When Aboriginal stockman Sam
kills white station owner Harry March
in self-defence, Sam and his wife Lizzie
go on the run. They are pursued across
the outback, through glorious but harsh
desert country. The film was shot in the
MacDonnell Ranges, where Thornton grew
up, and the epic and beautiful landscape
becomes another character, a place
where different cultural worlds collide.

Kangaroo Valley resident writer and director
Victoria Wharfe McIntyre with cast on the set
of MIRO

The beautifully shot and sound tracked
Miro is also an Australian Aboriginal
Western but set some years later, at the
time of the Second World War. When Miro
returns home at the end of the war, he
finds his land taken, his people gone, his
daughter stolen and his service record
treated with contempt; but the battlefield
has taught him how to fight, and he
sets out to reunite his family waging his
own form of justice. Writer and director
Victoria Wharfe McIntyre, a Kangaroo
Valley local, has made yet another
stunning short film and Miro has been
selected for a number of international
festivals, been nominated for an AACTA
award for Best Short Fiction Film and won
Best Short Film, Best Music and Best Actor
at the 2017 Veterans Film Festival.

Natassia Gorey-Furber as Lizzie in Sweet Country

These two films go perfectly together!
Please join us on Saturday 7th April from
5pm to 9pm for this double screening
and to meet the teams behind the films.
There will be time to ask questions and
a break between films to socialise. It’s
BYO drinks and we will have tea, coffee
and snacks for sale on the night from our
candy bar (cash only).
True to the times they are set in, both
films are Rated MA 15+ due to strong
violence. Bookings are essential and
tickets can be purchased from our
website. www.artslab.com.au. Tickets are
$15 (full) and $10 (concession)
Sarah Butler

COMING UP @ The ARTSLAB Upper River Hall
SATURDAY 7 APRIL @ 5–9Pm
Bookings essential: $15/$10 conc.
BYO Drinks | Snacks for sale (cash only)

Warwick Thornton’s

+

SWEET
COUNTRY feature

Victoria
Wharfe McIntyre’s

MIRO short

Includes Intro and Q&A with the teams behind the films.
Both films rated MA15+ (strong violence)

SAVE THE DATES!

SAT 12 & 19 mAY @ 7Pm
SUN 13 & 20 mAY @ 1Pm

SAFETY NETS theatre

A new Australian theatre work | There is no place like home.
Written and Directed by Sarah Butler starring Jillian O’Dowd

More details on our website & tickets on sale soon!

INFO & BOOkINGS: www.artslab.com.au

UPPER RIVER HALL | 1009 UPPER KANGAROO RIVER ROAD | KANGAROO VALLEY
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Premiere of new Australian play in Kangaroo Valley
Safety Nets is a multi-media theatre
work about the nets that catch us and
the places where we find ourselves;
a story about life on the edge, of luck
and being without.

Local wares on display at
the many market stalls...

The enigmatic Ruby Tuesday and her
troupe of young itinerants draw you
into their stories and their worlds in an
old Sydney squat, and take you on an
immersive journey of fantasy, facts and
food.
There is no place like home.
The play has been written and will be
directed by Sarah Butler with Jillian
O’Dowd playing Ruby.
We are holding auditions on 4 March

for the supporting cast roles. Actors and
aspiring actors of all ages above 16 are
welcome to apply for several speaking
and non-speaking roles. We are also
seeking people for production roles. If
you are interested please contact us at
events@artslab.com.au. More details
about the auditions and production are on
our website www.artslab.com.au.
The premiere performance of this new
work will be at The ARTS LAB, Upper River
Hall in Kangaroo Valley, on Sat 12th May
(7pm), Sunday 13th May (1pm), Sat 19th
May (7pm) and Sunday 20th May (1pm).
Tickets on sale soon.
				

Sarah Butler

Kangaroo Valley

Chinese Medicine Clinic

Services offered include:

* Acupuncture
*Chinese herbal medicine
*Diet & exercise advice

New to Kangaroo Valley
Available Tuesdays & Thursdays

Located at Shop 4A, 162 Moss Vale Rd (next to Valley Hair Artistry)

Sue Cochrane | 0408 510 151
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Currarong

While we locals will never tire of the
stunning views and swimming holes within
our beautiful Valley, sometimes you just
need to visit a beach!
For this reason my family and I – with
some American friends - recently visited
Currarong, about a 45 minute drive from
home.
On arrival we found a park near Zac’s
Café, which is next to the river inlet and
is easy to find. We had a delicious lunch
at Zac’s, overlooking the clear blue water
and park. The food here is well priced,
tasty and comes with friendly service.
They are also a super busy, but efficient
– takeaway, if you don’t want a sit-down
meal.
With full bellies we decided to explore
the grassed path that leads away from
Zac’s. The flat path takes you behind the
beachfront holiday homes to the boat
ramp and eventually the natural rock
pool. Throughout the walk you can see
the amazing turquoise water and the
interesting rocks; we stopped to explore
many of them.

The rock pool itself is amazing. The water
is so clear, calm and inviting! You can
swim here or further explore the smaller
rock pools surrounding it. We did both –
collecting shells and seeing starfish and
crabs on our adventures.
Keen to see more, we continued to
the next beach – a relatively protected
one with only small waves and a lovely
headland. Our American friends, who
were leaving for Cairns the next day,
commented that they wish they had never
booked flights to leave as the South Coast
has everything they could possibly want
to see!
We ran out of time, but if we had more,
we would have tackled Abraham’s Bosom,

on the other side of the beach where
there is a unique feature called Gosang’s
Tunnel. This tunnel is short and at the
end you will come face to face with the
ocean. This walk is on my bucket list for
2018.
For such a small village, Currarong has so
much to discover if you love exploring the
seaside. We visit often over summer, and
somehow I think not only will we be back,
but our American friends will be too.
				

Sally Latham
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Another busy month. It was great to be
there at the Show. Thank you to all those
who continue to support our activities.
Particular thanks to Frank Amoroso and
Ian Horne who cooked up a storm as the
crowds increased and temperatures rose.
Also thanks to Lions Ruth Small, Ken and
Stella McLeish, who came to the Show to
support your local club.
Seran will be representing the Valley at
the Regional Finals of the Youth of the
Year Quest at the end of February and
we all wish her well. We will keep you
updated how she went.
Of course we finish February with the
Kangaroo Valley Cup, and our fingers are
crossed to ensure that it is a good night
for the event. Thank you Alison and the
team for all the work that you put into it.
This month I would like to focus on
the Lions Recycle for Sight Australia
program. This program is part of the Lions
Clubs International Worldwide Eyeglass
Recycling Program, headquartered in
Queensland and operating throughout
Australia and overseas. In the 26 years
that the Australian program has operated,
it has delivered over seven million pairs
of refurbished quality spectacles to men,
women and children in need in Africa,
Europe, Middle East, Indian Subcontinent,
East Asia, the Far East, China, the
countries of the Pacific Rim, Southern Asia
and Oceania. In the past ten years several
members of our Marine Branch have been
able to use their oceangoing yachts to
reach and test villagers in the remotest
areas for eyesight and deliver spectacles
to them. So if you have old glasses in the
back of your drawers, consider donating
them to the cause. Deposit boxes are
located at the pharmacy and medical
centre.
There are still some cake and mint stocks
on hand, so if you want to get your
supplies please contact Lorraine directly.
The cakes are always a good standby at
the back of the pantry.
						
			
Helen Mairinger

Taijiquan (Tai Chi) Classes in the Valley
Slow, steady and soft exercises to
build and develop your energy, improve
strength & balance
Two classes available
Tuesday evenings 6.30 - 8pm
Kangaroo Valley Showground Hall and
Saturday mornings 9 – 10.30 am
Outdoor Kiosk/Bar area, Kangaroo Valley Showground

0408510151
Any age, any fitness level, any ability welcome.
Contact your teacher: Sue Cochrane, suecochrane51@gmail.com
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After...

In the December edition of the Voice we read about Heaven & Andre’s excitement and appreciation of Valley
business owner’s leading up to their wedding, now we can read about how their big day went...

OK, I can highly recommend the
wedding bit of marriage. It was
supercalifragilisticexpialidocious totally. But not perfect. Real. Full of
laughs, craziness, tears, ups, downs,
back-to-fronts, tantrums (thankfully
none from the adults), kisses and loads
of hugs. Love is an action word: it needs
to be fed, watered, nurtured, and that
was what I witnessed over the wedding
wonderland weekend - intimacy,
connection, the exchange of kindness.
Now, I’m tired, flat and uninspired. But
I know it will pass and I’ll be left with
this beyond-words experience that Andre
and I are able to have just for us. The
whole process has certainly brought us
closer together as it was a collaboration;
we had to actually jump off the daily
merry-go-round, come together and plan
the wedding. One-on-one time. Together.
Amazeballs.
Wedding Wonderland, Day One, Fri
29.12.17: arrived at the Pioneer Motel
and greeted by the wonderful Reena thank you so much for your generosity,
especially helping Mum look after my
wedding dress. Super comfy room and
our girls loved the spa bath. Swim at the
river with lizards under a hot stormy sky.
Dinner at the fabulicious Friendly Inn.
OMG, we loved this place: alfresco eating
area, kids’ playground, adult playground,
community garden, scarecrows, and a
little baby frog. Then bedtime. Except I
couldn’t sleep. I still hadn’t finished my
reception speech but I was too tired to
care, but too awake to sleep.
Wedding Wonderland, Day Two, Sat
30.12.17: my gorgeous Andre let me
sleep till 9am so I was sort of rested…
But as soon as the adrenaline and
excitement kicked in, it was go, go, go!

Dropped a little welcome pack for our
guests staying at Wombatalla (thanks
Pat, your place rocks!) and Banksia Park
Cottages (thanks Alison - our guests loved
their stay). And then into the Kangaroo
Valley Bush Retreat - woot! Now I get to
introduce you to the four superwomen
that used their very talented superpowers
to bedazzle us all: Sweet Sal (Stylist,
Kangaroo Valley Style), Kool Katrina
(Caterer, Caterina in Kangaroo Valley),
Marvellous Mandy (Florist, Valley Moss)
and Kind Kate (Manager, KV Bush Retreat).
We could not have done this without
you; we wouldn’t have wanted to do this
without you; thank you times infinity plus
infinity. Led by these women, my fiancé,
and our beautiful peeps who had begun to
arrive, set about creating Wonderland:
“In a world of my own” as Alice said,
“Where flowers and animals can speak
and nothing is impossible.
Can’t we have such a world?
The answer is simply yes.
We can escape from reality for a while.
Just close your eyes and sail away.
Towards your own wonderland, to your
most beautiful dreams.”
The day was capped off with the boys
cooking BBQ and we were ready to get
married. But again I couldn’t sleep. So
I gazed around the bedroom, watching
my two best friends sleeping, watching
my two children sleeping, peacefully
breathing in and out. And thought to
myself what a wonderful wonderland.
Wedding Wonderland, Day Three, Sun
31.12.17: I awoke to cuddles from Mum,
a coffee from my darling sister and
lots of love. In one cabin, two mums,
four bridesmaids, four flowergirls and a
bride got ready. In another cabin, one

dad, four groomsmen and a groom got
ready, albeit they took a quarter of the
time, or less. I got to wear a princess
dress with fairy wings custom-made by
Naomi Peris Bridal, Swarovski swans in
my ears, and lace on my feet. My sister/
my divine maid of honour and my eldest
beloved daughter - the summer fairies.
My two dazzling best friends, my youngest
precious daughter and my lovely niece the spring fairies and the autumn fairies.
My beautiful sister-in-law and delightful
niece - the winter fairies. My gorgeous
mother-in-law and sweet father-in-law
walked Andre down the aisle. The four
groomsmen escorted the fairies. My
magnificent mother walked me down
the aisle. And magic sprinkled all around
as I walked through the people I love
to reach the man I love. Our incredible
celebrant Elizabeth Trevan, our fairy
godmother, carried us through the
ceremony, and by the time she left, the
deed was done: we were m.a.r.r.i.e.d.
Drinks, canapés, photos, videos, drones,
dinner, games, dances, speeches, singing,
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cake, chocolates, lollies, glow-in-thedark necklaces, candles for a minutes
silence, sparklers, big pash = fifteen years
together anniversary. Happy New Year x.
Wedding Wonderland, Day Four, Mon
01.01.18: 4.45am - bride and groom
walked hand in hand to bed, I wasn’t
ready to take off my dress so fell asleep
amongst the tulle. 9am - woke up for
recovery brunch. Lots of wonderful
chats, hugs and farewells. And time for
Wonderland to come down. As we drove
to our honeymoon, our two cars adorned
with signs handmade by my sister,
brother-in-law and niece, I was peaceful.
I loved saying ‘my husband’ in my head; it
feels different. And the same. We arrived
at Crystal Creek Meadows and were given
a warm welcome by the charming Sophie;

thank you so much for taking such good
care of us. We didn’t unpack - I have no
idea where my toothbrush is, I’m not
really sure what day it is. As I flopped on
the most comfy bed in the whole wide
world, I don’t promise Andre and I will
be together forever, the future will look
after itself. But I do know in that very
moment, and in the very moment you are
reading this, and in every single moment
that has gone before, I am just better
with Andre. And now I can sleep. A long
beautiful sleep.
						
			
Heaven Muecke
Photography by
Dreamlife Photo and Cinema
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Sharmans Earthmoving

Geoff Sharman
0409 289 122

4465 1177
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Tania Sharman
0409 289 123
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sure that, if the arrangement doesn’t
work out as planned, you right to a share
in the property is protected.
Get it in writing

Moving in with the family?
Make sure you protect your interests
This is the second of a series of articles
based on information provided by Legal
Aid NSW
Granny flats
A ‘granny flat arrangement’ is usually
an arrangement between you and your
adult child where you make a financial
contribution to a property in exchange
for the right to live in it. It might involve
the construction of a separate dwelling
on your child’s property or renovations to
the existing property. Or it may involve
you selling your home and buying a new
home for you and your family to share. It
may also include an agreement that they
will provide you with physical care and
support.
These arrangements often work out
well. However, problems can arise if
circumstances change or there is a
dispute about what you and your family
have agreed to. Such problems might
include:
• You could lose all the money you put
into the property and you may have to
take legal action against your family to
recover it.
• The law may consider that you
intended to give the money to your
child without wanting it back.
• You could end up homeless with your
pension reduced.
There are some things you can do to make

Wanting a formal agreement doesn’t
mean you don’t trust your family. Even if
you are confident that your relationship
with your family member won’t
deteriorate, there are good reasons why
you should have a formal agreement:
• It will help you and your family to
be clear about each other’s intentions
and expectations- eg is your financial
contribution a gift or a loan, what
support or care are you expecting.
• If there is nothing in writing Centrelink
might regard your contribution as a
gift and reduce your pension.
• It will help you and your family
discuss and agree what should happen
if the arrangement does not work out
as expected.
• It will help resolve any disagreement
about what was agreed.
Get legal advice
You should get independent legal advice
before moving in with your family. That
means seeing a lawyer who has not
also been consulted by your family, and
speaking to the lawyer without anyone
else in the room.
A lawyer can help you with a written
agreement, and advise what else you can
do to protect your interests. The cost
of this advice may save you much more
money in the long term if things went
wrong.
Hope for the best but plan for the worst
Apart from the need for both you and
your family to understand what is being
agreed, it is also important to anticipate
what would happen if the arrangement no

IS COOKING OR SHOPPING FOR FOOD
GETTING TOO MUCH FOR YOU?
Do you need assistance to remain in your own home?
If you:
- are 65 or over, OR
- have a disability, AND
- need some help in looking after
yourself at home, you are eligible to
receive Meals on Wheels

You can choose:
- from a variety of meals
- one, two or three courses: a main
meal, soup and dessert are available
- delivered frozen to your door once
a fortnight
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longer works or circumstances change, or
example:
• Your child’s relationship with their
spouse or partner breaks down and
they have to sell the home.
• You start a new relationship and want
to move out
• Your health deteriorates and either
you need to go into a residential care
facility or you want to stay where you
are.
• You and your family are unable to get
along together.
There are other things to think about:
• Are you intending to give the money as
a gift or a loan?
• Should your name be on the title to
the property as well as your child’s?
• Will you receive compensation if the
arrangement doesn’t work out and the
property needs to be sold or you move
out?
• How will your contribution be
calculated?
• How will the arrangement affect
the inheritance you leave to any other
children?
• What kind of personal care and
support will your family provide you
with, if any?
• Has everyone’s will been updated to
take into account what will happen
to the property if there is a death in
the family?
Think about your pension
Centrelink has special rules for granny
flat arrangements, which may affect your
pension entitlements: see the article
‘Your home and the aged pension’ on page
34 of the February Voice.
Get legal advice quickly if things do go
wrong
It is important to get legal advice as
soon as there is any disagreement. If you
delay getting advice, you may lose the
opportunity to take steps to protect your
legal interest in the property. Also, the
law has time limits for certain types of
legal action.
Tony Barnett, Chairman
Kangaroo Valley Seniors Accomodation &
Support Committee

No doctor’s certificate is needed. A phone call to Meals on
Wheels will confirm your eligibility
Please phone Beth (Meals on Wheels Co-ordinator for the North
Shoalhaven area) on 4422 5111 for further information
This information is provided as a community service by the Kangaroo Valley
Seniors Accommodation and Support Committee

Contributing to the Voice in April?
Please send all content to

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
or call 0414 884 833 by

March 20th
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Senior Tennis
Spring competition
The Senior Tennis group finished
their Spring competition last
November after a successful round
robin in which seven matches were
played, one match being cancelled
due to wet weather.
The winning team of Adam Acworth
or John Wright with Sharon Gomez
and Yvonne Ferguson finished ahead
of the other finalists, who had
barely a whisker between them.
The next (Autumn) Senior
competition will commence on
Monday 5th March 2018. New
players interested in joining the
Senior Tennis Group should contact
Nigel on 0429 604 105 or Michael on
4465 1034.
Photographed (left to right) are:
Panthers: Janet Bundey, Peter
Stanton and Jeanette Garrett.
Pythons: Mike Cox, Laurel
Ferrington and Nigel Lewis.
Leopards: Rosemary Stanton, Spike
Rutherford and Garth Chittick.
Eagles: Irene Dunn, Kate Rutherford
and Catherine Niewendijk.
A photo of the winning team is not
available for inclusion in this edition
of the Voice.
Nigel Lewis
Photos to the right, top to bottom:
Eagles, Panthers, Leopards, Pythons

Answers to Trivia questions on
page 15
1.

Seven.

2.

A name used for a person who
lives in or comes from a particular
place, such as Parisian for a person
from Paris.

3.

Groucho Marx (1895-1977)

4.

Bette Midler

5.

Godot

6.

Who Framed Roger Rabbit

7.

Billie Holiday

8.

Water Displacer, and it was the
40th attempt

9.

A.A.Milne.

10. It’s from the Arabic phrase
“amir al bahr,” which means
“lord of the sea”.
11. Mark Twain
12. Beyonce and Jay-Z
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We’re off to a flying start to a successful
new year for Kangaroo Valley VIEW with
a newly elected committee, as many
members stood down after their allotted
three years. Thank you to those people
for their hard work over the last few
years: Jeannette Dumbrell, Sue Pfafflin,
Jill Anderson, Jenelle Brangwin.
Congratulations to the new committee:
President:

Penny Rose

Vice President:

Heather Isemonger

Secretary:

Margaret Lamb

Treasurer:

Deb Folkard

Assistant Treasurer: Irene Dunn
Assistant Secretary: Jan Johnson
Delegate:

Una Chapman

Program Officer: Jeannette Dumbrell
Publicity Officer: Jenelle Brangwin
Thank you to Past National Vice-President
Lyn Gerstenberg for chairing the election.
As Jeannette will be on her own as
Program Officer, we ask all members to put
up a hand to assist her where they can.
Kangaroo Valley VIEW is encouraging all
women in our area to become a member
and, in doing so, meet new friends and
have the opportunity to give back to the
community by helping children in need.
VIEW stands for the Voice, Interests
and Education of Women. It is one of
Australia’s leading women’s volunteer
organisations and supports the education
of disadvantaged children through the
Smith Family. Through our work with the
Smith Family we are helping make lifechanging differences to local children and
their families.
We also host social events, not only to
raise money for the child we support, but
to foster an atmosphere of friendship and
fun for our members.
We meet on the second Friday of every
month at the Bistro One46. Cost of the
lunch is $28.
Our next meeting is Friday March 9, at
11.30am for 12 noon.
Don’t forget to let Jeannette Dumbrell
know by lunchtime on the Monday before
the meeting if you will be unable to
attend, on 4465 2708, or by email at
jdumbrell@bigpond.net.au.
Everyone is welcome at VIEW. To find out
more please contact Penny Rose on
4464 2384.
			

Jenelle Brangwin
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Serenata Series of Concerts
Serenata is the home of Professor Robert
Constable and Dr Jane McKellar. This year
they will be hosting an international series of
concerts, which they are calling the Serenata
Series, commencing in August with the
concert season lasting until mid-November.
These recitals will feature artists who are wellknown to Australian audiences, through concert
appearances and record-ings, but who also have
considerable international reputations.
Serenata is an unusual house, built like a Swiss
chalet with a ceiling that, at its peak, is nine
metres above the floor, it has both a wonderful
acoustic and can comfortably accommodate an
audience of around 80 people. These physical
features, when combined with a beautiful
Bosendorfer grand piano, make Serenata an
ideal concert venue for intimate hausmusik
recitals.
The series will start with an appearance by The
Streeton Trio on Sunday August 12th at 2.30pm.
Described by Musica Viva as “Australia’s
most internationally successful piano trio”,
The Streeton Trio was formed in 2008, in
Geneva, Switzerland, from three young
Australian musicians. Named after the
Australian Impressionist painter, Sir Arthur
Streeton, the trio has received great acclaim
for performances in venues such as Wigmore
Hall, Het Loo Royal Palace (Holland), Shanghai
Oriental Arts Centre, Melbourne Recital Centre,
Trondheim Festival, Apeldoorn Festival and
Pablo
Casals Festival (Prades).
Well-known and much admired Australian
pianist, Piers Lane, will give a solo recital
on Saturday September 8th, commencing at

5.00pm, in which he will perform by candlelight
all 21 Nocturnes by Frederic Chopin. This
concert will have a 50 minute intermission
during which a five-course high tea will be
served.
Piers Lane has five times been a soloist at the
BBC Proms in London’s Royal Albert Hall; his
concerto repertoire exceeds some 90 works,
and has led to engagements with many of the
world’s great orchestras including the BBC,
American, Bournemouth and Gothenburg
Symphony Orchestras, the Australian Chamber
Orchestra, Orchestre National de France, City
of London Sinfonia and the Royal Philharmonic,
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic and Warsaw
Philharmonic orchestras among many others.
Leading conductors with whom he has worked
include Andrey Boreyko, Sir Andrew Davis,
Andrew Litton, Jerzy Maksymiuk, Marko Letonja,
Vassily Sinaisky, Yan Pascal Tortelier and Antoni
Wit.
British violinist, Tasmin Little and pianist,
Piers Lane will combine in a concert on
Sunday October 14th commencing at 2.30 pm.
Described on Music-Web International as “One
of the supremely great violinists of our time”
and by the Independent as “Britain’s finest
violinist”, Little will perform a popular program
of classics including the popular and lyrical
Violin Sonata by Caesar Franck.
Rounding out the series will be percussionist
Timothy Constable who will give a recital
on Sunday 11th November at 2.30pm. Sydney
Herald music critic, Harriet Cunningham,
described a recent solo performance by
Constable as being “easily one of the best
performances I’ve heard this year. When

Constable closed the night with an African song,
singing like no white man I’ve heard before, I
was moved to tears.” A member of the Sydney
Symphony Orchestra and a regular featured
artist at the Australian Festival of Chamber
Music, Constable is a renowned improviser as
well as performing the leading international
percussion repertoire of our time. His November
recital will include improvisations as well
as established repertoire. One of Timothy’s
specialisations is his transcription for marimba
of the complete unaccompanied violin music
of JS Bach. At his November recital, he will
perform the monumental Sonata in C major
BWV 1005.
Every concert in the Serenata Series will be
a full-length recital of 80+ minutes of music,
plus an interval during which finger food and
Yarrawa Estate wines will be served. At the
conclusion of each concert there will be an
opportunity for the audience to share a glass of
wine with the performers. Interval refreshment
is included in the price of the ticket. Tickets
to these events will go on sale from early May
and will be available both as single ticket sales
and discounted subscriptions to the series of
four concerts. The website www.serenataseries.
com.au will be ‘live’ from early April. Telephone
inquiries to me on (02) 4465 1012.
			
Robert Constable

The STReeTon TRio
piano TRio

pieRS Lane
piano

TaSMin LiTTLe - vioLin TiMoThy ConSTabLe
pieRS Lane - piano
peRCuSSion

Music of Ravel, Kapustin,
Sdraulig, Say and
Schoenfield

Candlelight recital of
all 21 nocturnes by
Frederic Chopin

Music for violin and piano
of Franck, Ravel, brahms,
Schubert, Szymanowski
and Kats Chernin

Music of J S bach (violin sonata
in C, bWv 1005, arranged for
marimba by Timothy Constable),
Wesley-Smith, Smadbeck, Korean
traditional percussion music

Date: Sunday 12 August
Time: 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Interval: Yarrawa Estate wines
and finger food**

Date: Saturday 8 September
Time: 5.00pm - 8.00pm
Extended interval: Five course
high tea with Yarrawa Estate
wines**
Tickets $110*

Date: Sunday 14 October
Time: 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Interval: Yarrawa Estate wines
and finger food**

Date: Sunday 11 November
Time: 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Interval: Yarrawa Estate wines
and finger food**

Tickets $80*

Tickets $80*

Tickets $80*

aLL ReCiTaLS aRe FuLL LengTh ConCeRTS oF 80 + MinuTeS

all audience members have the opportunity to have a glass of wine with the performers after the concert.
*a subscription for all concerts in the series is $305.00 ($70 each for concerts 1, 3 and 4 and $95 for concert 2).
**each ticket price includes interval refreshments for the concert to which that ticket applies.

SuppoRTeRS:

Serenata, 5 Keoghs Road, Kangaroo valley 2577 nSW
Ticket Sales from May 1st via www.trybooking.com
Telephone enquiries: (02) 4465 1012
Website: www.serenataseries.com.au (from early april)
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133rd Kangaroo Valley Show Results
CHAMPION RIBBON, LED AUSTRALIAN STOCK
HORSE: Melisse Tuma Webb

RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, MINIATURE MARE OR
FILLY: BJ Davis

RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, LED AUSTRALIAN
STOCK HORSE: MacKenzie Prior

SHETLAND PONY CLASSES - LED

CHAMPION RIBBON, AUSTRALIAN STOCK HORSE
HACK: Melisse Tuma Webb
RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, AUSTRALIAN STOCK
HORSE HACK: Melisse Tuma Webb
CHAMPION RIBBON, WORKING AUSTRALIAN STOCK
HORSE: Melisse Tuma Webb
SUPREME CHAMPION RIBBON, RIDDEN AUSTRALIAN
STOCK HORSE: Melisse Tuma Webb
RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, RIDDEN AUSTRALIAN
STOCK HORSE: Brodie Howe
CHAMPION RIBBON, JUNIOR GIRL RIDER: Elizabeth
Taylor
RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, SENIOR BOY RIDER:
Hunter Taylot
RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, SENIOR GIRL RIDER:
Sari Boardman
SUPREME CHAMPION RIBBON, BOY OR GIRL RIDER:
Elizabeth Taylor
RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, JUNIOR GIRL RIDER:
Faith Banks

CHAMPION RIBBON, SHETLAND PONY MARE OR FILLY:
Bigger McCormack
RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, SHETLAND PONY MARE
OR FILLY: T.Deacock
CHAMPION RIBBON, SHETLAND PONY LED GELDING: T.
Marron T. Bradley

RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, FEMALE HOLSTEIN
FRIESIAN: GA & JP Good
GIB LIDBETTER MEMORIAL JUNIOR CHAMPION RIBBON,
FEMALE HOLSTE: boscawen
RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION RIBBON, HOLSTEIN
FRIESIAN: boscawen
CHAMPION RIBBON, FEMALE HOLSTEIN FRIESIAN:
boscawen
SUPREME JUNIOR CHAMPION: Brunellan Park

SUPREME CHAMPION RIBBON, LED SHETLAND PONY
EXHIBIT: T. Marron T. Bradley

MOST SUCCESSFUL RIBBON, HOLSTEIN FRIESIAN
EXHIBITOR: Boscowan

RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, SHETLAND PONY LED
GELDING: Bigger & McCormack

RESERVE JUNIOR CHAMPION RIBBON, JERSEY FEMALE
UNDER 2 YEARS: GA & JP Good / Fred Peters

CHAMPION RIBBON, MINIATURE PONY COLT, STALLION
OR GELDING: Paula Durant

RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON JERSEY FEMALE OVER 2
YEARS: boscawen

RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, MINIATURE PONY COLT,
STALLION OR GE: B.J Davis

THREE FEMALES, over 2 years, ALL BREEDS: Graeme &
Lisa Cochrae

SUPREME CHAMPION RIBBON, MINIATURE PONY MARE
OR FILLY: Tessa Peacock

SUPREME DAIRY COW - THE F.A. WALLIS MEMORIAL
RIBBON: Graeme & Lisa Cochrane

CHAMPION RIBBON SHETLAND/MINIATURE IN
HARNESS: Bigger & McCormick

GIB LIDBETTER MEMORIAL JUNIOR CHAMPION RIBBON,
FEMALE JERSEY: Graeme & Lisa Cochrane
OPEN INTER-BREED Paraders Competition: Ian Herne

RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON SHETLAND/MINIATURE IN
HARNESS: B&S Davis

BEST UDDERED COW, ALL BREEDS: Boscowan

CHAMPION RIBBON, NON HACKNEY IN HARNESS: Kenny
Barlow

CHAMPION RIBBON FEMALE JERSEY OVER 2 YEARS:
Graeme and Lisa Cochrane

RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, NON HACKNEY IN
HARNESS: Barlow family

CHAMPION RIBBON SENIOR FEMALE COW OR HEIFER:
KO ANGUS

RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, PONY HACK: C.Hall

CHAMPION RIBBON, PONY IN HARNESS: Mark
Glendenning

SUPREME CHAMPION RIBBON BEEF EXHIBIT - ANY
BREED: KO ANGUS

CHAMPION RIBBON, PONY SHOW HUNTER:
Elizabeth Taylor

HEAVY HORSE CLASSES

CHAMPION RIBBON JUNIOR BULL ( winner of each
breed): KO ANGUS

CHAMPION RIBBON, SENIOR GIRL RIDER: Courtney
Knight
CHAMPION RIBBON, THE HAZEL ISON MEMORIAL
PONY HACK: Elizabeth Taylor

RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, PONY SHOW HUNTER:
Anas Henry
NELSON “SONNY” CHITTICK MEMORIAL CHAMPION
RIBBON, HACK: A & S Henry
RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, HACK: K Wallis
CHAMPION RIBBON, SHOW HUNTER - HACK:
B.Orford
RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, SHOW HUNTER HACK: Nellie Zar
SUPREME CHAMPION RIBBON, SHOW HUNTER
(HACK, GALLOWAY,PONY): Elizabeth Taylor
BERNIE NIXON MEMORIAL CHAMPION RIBBON,
ADULT RIDER: Bree Orford
RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, ADULT RIDER: Nellie
Zar
RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, GALLOWAY HACK: Sari
Boardman
RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON, SHOW HUNTER
GALLOWAY: Hunter Taylor
CHAMPION RIBBON, SHOW HUNTER GALLOWAY:
Elizabeth Taylor
SUPREME CHAMPION RIBBON HACK: Elizabeth
Taylor
DON SCOTT MEMORIAL CHAMPION RIBBON,
GALLOWAY HACK: Kim Wilson

CHAMPION HEAVY HORSE RIBBON: Denise Tiyce
SUPREME CHAMPION RIBBON HEAVY HORSE: Denise
Tiyce
RESERVE CHAMPION HEAVY HORSE RIBBON: Charmane
Crumbline

CHAMPION JUNIOR FEMALE HEIFER (winner of each
breed): KO ANGUS
CHAMPION RIBBON SENIOR BULL (winner of each
breed): Williams Family - Towtruck
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133rd Kangaroo Valley Show Results
MOST SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITOR: KO ANGUS
CHAMPION RIBBON STEER (All breeds - winner of each
breed): chevalier college
RESERVE CHAMPION RIBBON PARADER:
Jonathon Nichols
BEST MAINTAINED EXHIBIT RIBBON: FRENCHAM SCHOOL
CHAMPION RIBBON PARADER: James Bush
Champion Ribbon Soft Feathered Large Fowl, Female:
Jason Demetrious
Champion Ribbon Large Fowl:
Jason Demetrious
Champion Ribbon Bird of the Show:
Jason Demetrious
Champion Ribbon Soft Feathered Large Fowl, Male:
Kevin Davis
Champion Ribbon Large Hardfeather Male:
William Linger
Champion Ribbon Large Hardfeather Female:
William Linger
Champion Ribbon Large Hardfeathered Pair:
William Linger
Champion Ribbon Bantam Softfeathered Male:
Vincentia High School
Champion Ribbon Bantam Softfeathered Pair:
Robert Folkard
Champion Ribbon Bantam Softfeathered Female:
Robert Folkard
Champion Ribbon Bantam:
Robert Folkard
Champion Ribbon Bantam Hardfeathered Male:
William Linger
Champion Ribbon Bantam Hardfeathered Female:
Jessica Hattley
Champion Ribbon Waterfowl Pair:
Belinda Ensor
Champion Ribbon Water Fowl:
Belinda Ensor

RESERVE CHAMPION PET DOG RIBBON: Cisco Folden
BEST KEPT PUPPY : Sami Barker
CHAMPION PET DOG RIBBON: Millie Walters
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST VEGETABLE EXHIBIT:
LEIGH SLATER
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST FRUIT EXHIBIT: MARK
SCHWEGLER
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST SIX EGGS: Kristen Provest
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST HONEY EXHIBIT: Simon
Harrington
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST OLIVE EXHIBIT: Kangaroo
Valley Olives
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST CUT FLOWER EXHIBIT:
Diane Blanch
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST ROSE EXHIBIT: Karen
Grundy
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR CACTUS DAHLIA: R & H Curll
MOST SUCCESSFUL DAHLIA EXHIBITOR: R & H Curll
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR DECORATIVE DAHLIA: Robert
Morgan
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR POM PONE DAHLIA: Robert
Morgan
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST DECORATIVE EXHIBIT:
Ken Chittick
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST POT PLANT EXHIBIT:
Janet Rebbeck
MOST SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITOR CHEESE AND DAIRY: Pam
Swinfield
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST APPLE CRUMBLE: Al
Lockyer
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST FANCYWORK EXHIBIT:
Lana Bruggeman
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST WOOL WORK & ACRYLIC
EXHIBIT: Ken Taylor
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST HANDICRAFT EXHIBIT:
Angus Grinham

CHAMPION RIBBON COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT:
Terri Ford
CHAMPION BLACK & WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT:
Carol Goddard
CHAMPION JUNIOR PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT: Alicia
Collison-Gates
STEWARDS AWARD FOR FAVOURITE EXHIBIT IN ART:
Leah Parrish
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST ART EXHIBIT: Leah Parrish
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST JUNIOR ART EXHIBIT:
Daniel Paduch
CHAMPION RIBBON FOR BEST CHINA PAINTING EXHIBIT:
Faye Suffolk
TALENT QUEST FYRE ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD: Lily
McGill
TALENT QUEST FYRE JUNIOR ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD:
Taylor Ricketts
JUNIOR IRONBOY (12 YEARS & UNDER)
Brynn
Carlile
YOUTH IRONLADY (13 YEARS TO 17 YEAR)
Jemima
Gripper
YOUTH IRONMAN (13 YEARS TO 17 YEARS)
Charlie
Rodden
IRONLADY (18 YEARS TO 44 YEARS)
Lexi
Mounsey
IRONMAN (18 YEARS TO 44 YEARS) Liam O’Connor
VETERAN IRONLADY (45 YEARS & OVER)
Jane
Hutt
VETERAN IRONMAN (45 YEARS & OVER)
Dave
Johnson
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Fix your feet with yoga
Feet are vitally important to our
well-being. They are the base of our
skeletal system, they carry the weight
of our body and they propel us through
our day. Foot pain affects your whole
system and stops you moving freely
and confidently. If you have problems
with your feet, you not only will have
problems with movement but also with
your knees and spine, and eventually
with your overall health.
In premodern times, by and large, people
had fewer problems with their feet.
They walked more and shoes were less
constricting, either soft fabric or leather
wrapped around the foot, or sandals,
which allowed the feet to spread. Look at
the photo of Venus’s beautiful feet from
Botticelli’s Birth of Venus; her feet appear
flexible, the arch well lifted and the toes
long and articulated. You could imagine
Venus spreading out her toes and making
space between each one.

Venus’s feet

Today we have podiatrists and orthotics
which can help foot problems. Yoga too
can maintain healthy feet and improve
foot problems. The first thing a beginner

yoga student learns is to stand in
Tadasana (Mountain Pose), with arms and
legs straight, arms by the side, chest well
lifted and feet squared. This means that
the feet face directly forward, the toes
are relaxed and spread wide, with the big
toes moving in towards each other and
all the other toes spreading away. The
weight is distributed evenly between the
outer and inner edges, and also the front
and back of the feet, and the inner arches
are well lifted. The toes are stretched
forward and the soles of the feet are
completely extended. When you work the
feet in this way, you immediately feel
vitality and lift in the legs, the knees feel
gripped, and the whole body is supported
and active. Here is a photo of the feet of
the great yoga master, BKS Iyengar - well
into his 90s, the stretch and spread of his
feet is impressive.
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front of the feet,
helps flat feet,
calcanea spurs and
generally improves
circulation of the
feet. If you can’t
achieve the full
one at first, you
can sit up on a
block - your feet
will still benefit.
Virasana

Another version of
Virasana is Bhekasana (Frog Pose), where
you lie on your abdomen and attempt to
bring your heels to the floor. To reach the
floor requires a lot of practice, but the
feet will still benefit, whether you do or
don’t. The pressure of the hands on the
feet creates a proper arch and helps flat
feet, pain in the heels and calcanea spurs.

Bhekasana
BKS Iyengar’s feet

In Tadasana you learn the correct
alignment of the feet and you apply
this to all of your yoga practice. In the
standing poses, for example, the feet are
placed in different positions, but they still
must maintain the lift to the inner arch,
the spread of the toes and the weight
evenly distributed so the feet don’t roll
in or out. This also stretches the ankles
and keeps them flexible, which of course
helps the health of the feet.
There are many yoga poses to help the
feet. Probably the best known is Virasana
(Hero Pose), where you sit on the floor
between your feet, with the front of the
feet on the floor and the toes stretched
back. This strongly stretches the the

YOGA IN THE VALLEY
ROSE ANDREWS
Certified Iyengar Yoga Teacher

Over 24 years practicing and more than 12 years teaching experience
• Become fit and flexible
• Increase strength and mobility
• Anti-aging
• Improve your overall health; emotional and physical
Classes available Tuesday 6pm and Thursday 9am and 6pm
P: (02) 4465 1364 | E: bowralyoga@gmail.com |
FB: Bowral & Kangaroo Valley Yoga

Advanced poses like Mulabhandasana are
not for everybody, but we can all do the
preliminary postures which prepare you
for the final pose, and still work strongly
on the feet - such as sitting between the
heels, with the toes turned under, and
weight bearing on the feet - it gives a
great stretch to the soles, strongly flexes
the toe joints and is wonderful (though
painful at the time) for bunions!

Mulabhandasana

Preliminary pose

Here is a photo of the feet of a current
yoga student. She is a nurse and on her
feet a lot of the time. With the ability to
spread her toes and to stretch the soles of
her feet, plus her regular yoga practice,
she will keep her feet strong and healthy.
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Seaweed anyone?
Most people have heard of omega 3 fatty
acids. They’re found in fish and other
kinds of seafood as well as in fish oil
capsules, now widely displayed in almost
every pharmacy, health food shop and
supermarket in Australia.
The two major omega 3 fatty acids
from marine sources are DHA and EPA
(full names: docosahexaenoic acid and
eicosapentaenoic acid).
Australians currently spend millions of
dollars a year on fish oil capsules. Dr
Google will tell you they’re powerful
agents to ward off heart disease and
many other problems, including ADHD
and dementia. However, several studies
have shown that many capsules don’t
always contain what their label claims. A
new analysis of ten trials involving almost
78,000 participants who took these
supplements for an average of 4.4 years
also reported no significant association
with reductions in fatal or non-fatal heart
disease or any major vascular events.
Fortunately, the same sad conclusion does
not seem to apply to fish. Large long-term
studies show that, when obtained from
fish or other seafood, the omega 3 fatty
acids reduce the risk of heart attacks and
stroke. Studies also show fish may have
real benefits against dementia, depression
and macular degeneration.
As with many aspects of nutrition, the
whole food matrix around many nutrients
seems to be important. Fish is beneficial;
fish oil capsules may not be.
(Before we leave fish oil capsules, if
you do use them, good manufacturing
processes, freshness and the products
always being kept cool and away from
direct light are important as the fats
easily go ‘off’ through the process of
oxidation.)
Fish stocks
When those of us tasked with setting
dietary guidelines for Australians looked
at the evidence favouring fish, we
were happy with the evidence showing
the value of fish. However, we were
concerned about how much fish we should
be recommending in view of the decline
in world fish stocks. Sections of the
fishing industry wanted us just to stress
the benefits of more fish and ignore the
environmental and social aspects.
Studies show that 1-2 serves of fish a
week is enough to reduce the risk of
various health problems. A ‘serve’ is
defined as 100g of fish. That’s not a lot of
fish and when most Australians have fish
at home or in a restaurant, a single meal
will probably provide 1-2 serves. And, as
with most aspects of nutrition, more is
not necessarily better.

Australia has a reasonably well-managed
fish industry, but about 70% of all the
seafood we consume is imported, mainly
from Asia. Some is canned, but much
comes in as frozen fish fillets.
Imported fish raises several issues. One is
the content of omega 3 fatty acids. Some
estuary fish that are the cheapest fish sold
in many supermarkets have quite a low
content of omega 3 fatty acids, although
they’re still good sources of protein and
other nutrients.
Another concern is the fact that some of
the countries from which we import fish
need that fish for their own populations.
Taking away fish or other seafood from
people whose diets have previously relied
on it can have an adverse impact on these
people’s diets.
The upshot of these deliberations is that
it would be good to have an alternative
food source of marine omega 3 fatty
acids, at least to replace imported
seafood. Could seaweed fill that bill?
Seaweed
My fascination with seaweed began as
a child. We lived near the beach and
also spent the six weeks of our summer
holidays camping by the sea, usually on
the NSW South Coast. We spent hours
peering into rock pools, watching sea
creatures and searching for different
kinds of seaweed. We even nibbled some
of the softer varieties.
As a nutritionist, I became interested in
the ability of seaweed to concentrate
any minerals – good and bad – from the
water in which it grows. This means that
seaweeds for human consumption need to
be grown in uncontaminated water.
Seaweeds have played an important
role in the diet of people in Japan,
Scandinavia and parts of Britain,
especially as a vital source of iodine.
Iodine is one of the few nutrients that is
now low in the diet of many Australians.
Fish and other seafood (especially mussels
and oysters) are rich sources of iodine. So
is seaweed – with some varieties having
excess quantities.
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by Dr Rosemary Stanton,
OAM, Nutritionist

On returning from
a trip to Antarctica
a few years ago,
we visited some of
the sub-Antarctic
islands south of
New Zealand. Close to the rocky shores,
the amazingly clear water revealed many
species of seaweed. One of our guides
was a vegetarian and was particularly
interested when I mentioned that
seaweed was a source of iodine and
omega 3 fatty acids. She’d never thought
of eating seaweed but was keen to try it.
So we tasted some of the many kinds and
found interesting differences in texture
and flavour. Some that looked as though
they’d be tough were tender while some
that would look pretty on any plate were
less appetising.
All the valuable nutritional components
of seaweed are needed only in microgram
quantities, so we don’t need to eat lots.
Just one gram of seaweed can supply your
daily need for iodine, for example.
The major problems are ensuring seaweed
is grown in uncontaminated water and
finding ways to make it an acceptable
part of the diet.
Dr Pia Winberg, a marine biologist whose
work I’ve had the privilege of following,
is now establishing a flourishing and
environmentally sustainable business
growing seaweed in Bomaderry. From
this, Dr Winberg’s company makes a green
seaweed powder that is then used in a
variety of products, including dukkah,
pasta and energy bars. Such products
offer a sustainable source of protein,
iodine and other valuable nutrients,
including the same kind of omega 3 fatty
acids found in fish. They’re especially
useful for vegetarians and those who do
not like fish.
Contributing to the April Voice?
Please send all content to

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
or call 0414 884 833 to book your
space by

MARCH 20TH
We are always happy to receive Valley
news including reviews of events,
upcoming activities, community
recognition and any other relevant
community news.

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
0414 884 833
Please note, submissions received after
the published deadline may miss the
opportunity to be published.
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Big Views, Rainforest Stream,
Internally Renovated
Feature Property
Lot 1 Willowglen Road
This small home on just over five acres has had all the hard work done
internally with antique floorboards, new kitchen and bathroom and it has
also recently been successfully holiday let. The property has spectacular
northern mountain views including waterfalls whilst boasting its own
permanent and accessible rain-forest stream which forms one boundary.

Mark Stewart

Joy James

Graeme Smith

Principal—Sales

Sales ��ministra�on

Licensee—Sales

0402 428 600

02 4465 1996

0418 907 110

countryliving@oneagency.com.au
Find us on:

www.oneagency.com.au

oneagency_countryliving

P I 4465 1996

One Agency — Country Living
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Sharmans Rural Contracting

Geoff Sharman
0409 289 122

Mogo Zoo
th
Thursday 10 May 2018
$110p/p

The Legendary Ghan Expedition
th
th
13 October-20 October 2018
$6299pp / $51 Single Supplement

4465 1177

Tania Sharman
0409 289 123

Call Now to book 44 217596
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Sports Report
Bowls

Golf Club

This report covers the period from 14
January to 18 February 2018. Please note
that future Bowls reports will also contain
information related to Women’s bowls.
On Wednesday 17 January a very tight
game of social bowls was played between
the team of Neil Robinson and David
Badger against Geoff (“Tige”) Lidbetter
and Terry Hayes. The game was tied at
the 20th end and was eventually won by
Tige and Terry by one shot on the final
end. Arch MacKinnon, Lindsay McNamara
and Col Good built up a considerable lead
by keeping Bob Dunn, Derek Raymond and
Peter Webb scoreless until the eighth end.
Thereafter Bob, Derek and Peter scored
consistently but were unable to reach the
target set by the winners Arch, Lindsay
and Col.
The annual “Chittick Day” bowls event
was held on Saturday 20 January. This
very popular annual event originated at
the Kangaroo Valley Bowling Club (KVBC)
and has carried over to the Berry Bowling
Club since the much lamented demise
of the KVBC. Organiser Phil (“Jingles”)
Chittick has arranged the event for the
past 16 years on behalf of the family
in honour of their late mother Susie.
Members of the extended Chittick family
play with regular bowlers in randomly
selected teams of three. Each team plays
three games of six ends, with winners
progressing to semi-finals, culminating
in a final. The players in the 2018 final
were Ken (“Skippy”) Chittick, Deb Folkard
and Rebecca Shakeshaft against Jim
Abbott, Harry (surname unknown) and
Louise Chittick. This hotly contested
final was won on the last end by Skippy,
Deb and Rebecca with a score of 6 to 4.
Participants were treated to a BBQ and
a wonderful array of other delicacies
provided by members of the Chittick
family. Congratulations to the winners and
to Jingles for organising such a fabulous
event.
The ‘Major Pairs’ competition is underway
with first blood going to Jingles Chittick
and Tige Lidbetter over Skippy Chittick
and Bill Capple.
Social bowls on 31 January saw Brian
Povey and Nick Nicholls defeat George
Waddell and Col Good. Barry Dunn and
Jingles Chittick triumphed over David
Armstrong and Terry Hayes and Russell
Tulloch and Bob Dunn beat Tige Lidbetter
and Peter Webb. In a game of cutthroat
Rob Folkard overpowered Steve Kellet and
Lindsay McNamara.
In District competitions Tige Lidbetter
and Terry Hayes had an outstanding win in
the final of the State Senior District pairs,

Chittick family members (L to R) Eunice Whatman
and Lois Frohmuller present Skippy Chittick, Deb
Folkard and Rebecca Shakeshaft with their prize
money for winning the 2018 Chittick Day Bowls event

defeating a very strong St Georges Basin
team 35 to 16. This was a remarkable
result considering that 18 teams from
throughout the District competed.
Congratulations Tige and Terry and good
luck as you represent the District in the
Zone play-offs. Adam Rigney and Peter
Delamont reached the quarter finals
of the State Pairs competition – a very
commendable effort as there were 16
teams in this section. Congratulations
Adam and Peter.
A triples match on Saturday 10 February
resulted in Bob Dunn, David Lambert
and David Badger defeating Tom Frogatt,
Derek Raymond and Nick Nicholls.
Soaring temperatures and depletion of
the ranks due to commitments with the
annual A&H Show season saw numbers
reduced during late January to midFebruary. Nonetheless in the games
played on 14 February Derek Raymond
and Tige Lidbetter defeated David
Lambert and new bowler Warwick Shutz
by one point, despite having held a
commanding lead half-way through the
game. Jingles Chittick and Steve Kellet
scored 15 counters on five of the closing
ends which gave them an adequate
margin to defeat Lindsay McNamara and
Barry Dunn.
On 17 February a very tight triples game
saw Russell Tulloch, Tom Frogatt and
David Lambert defeat Nick Nicholls, Bob
Dunn and Lindsay McNamara by one point
on the final end.
Social Bowls matches are held at the
Berry Bowling Club as follows:
Women – Tuesday morning (women only)
and Thursday morning (mixed)

With the very dry weather continuing
and only a few light showers over
the past months, Russell and the
greenkeeping staff are doing a great
job keeping the course in good playing
condition. Although the fairways give
a lot more run on the ball, it is only a
help if we hit it straight.
Saturday 20th January was a Par
completion, which was won by Ron Bower
beating John Seyffer, on a countback,
with both having a score of +2. Natalie
McDonnell was third with +1.
27th January saw the Monthly Stroke
and Medal competition, won by Peter
Dumbrell with a two under par, net 70.
Craig Riethmuller and Phil Gane both
finished with net 72. Craig finished
second, on the countback and Phil third.
As we teed off, around 7.30am, on
Saturday 3rd February, we were greeted
by a magnificent rainbow. My hopes
of it being a sign of having an equally
magnificent round were soon dashed, but
what a memorable way to start the day. A
visitor, Michael Whitall, our winner of the
Stableford competition, did have a good
round. He scored 38 points, three ahead
of second placed Michael Oliver, who
finished with 35 points. Another visitor,
James Warner, took third spot with 34
points.
David Cochrane was in great form for
the Par event on Saturday 10th February.
David had an excellent round, winning
very comfortably with a score of +6.
Steve Atkins was second with -1 and
Michael Oliver third with -2.
Saturday 17th February, KV Show Day, still
had a sizeable field and the Stableford
comp was won by Michael Oliver with a
good score of 38 points, well ahead of
the next three players who all finished
with 31 points. The minor placing had to
be decided on a countback, with Suzanne
Greer finishing second and Robert Meers,
a visitor, third.
Until next time,			
Seventy Plus

Men – Wednesday afternoon (men only)
and Saturday afternoon (mixed).
Bowls is a fun way to meet new people,
enjoy gentle exercise and learn new
skills. It can be played as socially or
competitively as you like. If you are
interested in having a go at lawn bowls
contact Deb Folkard or me on 4465 2889.
						
				
Rob Folkard Rod Ashbolt playing under the rainbow
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The Directory

Thank you for your support, we appreciate your business

Voice
Advertising
Rates 2018
for completed ads*
supplied as .jpg files

Size (mm)

B/W
$40

1/4 page (90 x 130)
(130 x 90)

$55

1/2 page (190 x130)
1/2 page (Back Cover)

$85

0427 651 230

Locally sourced, specialising in native flowers for all occasions

www.facebook.com/mandy.valleymoss | www.instagram.com/mandy.valleymoss

email: mandy.valleymoss@gmail.com

Colour

1/8 page (60 x 90)
(90 x 60)

Valley Moss

N/A

Heather
Bray
BA (Psych), M.SC (Psych)
0412 219 993

$145

Psychology Services
$185
$220

Full page (190 x 270) $140 $280
Full page (Back Cover)
$300
Centre Spread
(if available)

1 Broughton Street, Kangaroo Valley Stays

www.movingminds.com.au | heather@movingminds.com.au
Changing individuals, corporations, families and communities one thought at a time.

$560

Directory
Small
Large

$21 per issue for 6 month sub
$42 per issue for 6 month sub

Assistance
design offor
your
ad,toorbe
any
otherup
print
* a fee with
will the
be charged
ads
made
media is available. Please contact Delyse Wright at
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au or call 0414 884 833.
Graphic Design | Website Design | Print Media

Please note that the directory listings are a six month commitment. Renewal of the ad is
automatic at the start of each new cycle (February and July), if you DO NOT wish your ad to
be renewed, please contact the editor prior to these renewal months:
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au or 0414 884 833.
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The Directory continued

Colleen Langan

Energy Healer (Ignite Your Spirit)
Spiritual Counselor and Teacher
Meditation Facilitator

Energy Healing and Counseling by appointment
0410460345 or 44460345
mayabhadni@gmail.com
www.healingmayalight.com

BUILDING DESIGNER
B.Arch UTS

T 02 4465 1224 M 0412 671 735
E davidcox@fastrac.net.au
PO BOX 6037 Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
www.davidcoxdesign.com.au

Supporting Local Business

Advertise here!
Advertising in the directory encourages our local
community to support local businesses and gives you as
a business owner an opportunity to tell the community
what you do and how to find you.

Get seen in 2018, advertise local.
Directory rates: $21 per edition (small ad)
$42 (large ad)
Email: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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For all mechanical repairs
... your local mechanic
John Wright
• Authorised Safety Check Station
MVRL 53587
• Pink Slips
• Eftpos available

Wrights Farm Machinery Pty Ltd MTAMemberMotorMechanicLic#:106089

Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley • 0411 619 179
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Supporting Local Business

Advertise here!

Advertising in the directory encourages our local community
to support local businesses and gives you as a business owner
an opportunity to tell the community what you do and how to
find you.
Get seen in 2017, advertise local.
Directory rates: $21 per edition (small ad) $42 (large ad)
Email: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Ladies & Mens Hair Dresser

0402 576 859
02 4465 5000
gpjames cleaning@gmail.com

JFK

LEGAL

SPECIALISING IN
·
·
·
·
·
·

Basic Wills $550
Disputed wills
Probate
Personal Injury law
Car Accidents
Court Mentions

Mobile Legal Service Phone 02 9665 4846

All the way with JFK
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What’s coming up
Saturday 7th April from 5pm to 9pm double screening of Miro and Sweet Country www.artslab.com.au for more information
14 & 15th April 10am-4pm, Pioneer Days, Kangaroo Valley Pioneer Village Museum, 4465 1306
5th May 5pm, Outstanding Jazz, Kangaroo Valley Hall, www.artsinthevalley.com.au for more information
6th May 11.30am, Valley Spirit, Kangaroo Valley Hall, www.artsinthevalley.com.au for more information
12 & 19th May at 7pm, Safety Nets theatre www.artslab.com.au for more information
13 & 20th May at 1pm, Safety Nets theatre www.artslab.com.au for more information

Police
Ambulance
Poisons
Integral Energy
Lifeline
Fire
Storm and flood SES

EMERGENCIES
13 1444 or 4421 9699
000
13 1126
13 1003
13 1114
000
132500

SCHOOLS and CHURCHES
Preschool
Jacinta Perry
P&C
Vicki Barger
Public School
Andrew Smee
Scots College
Jeff Grundy
Anglican Church
Andrew Patterson
Sunday School
Jeanette Dumbrell
Catholic Church Parish Office		
CHARITIES and SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute
Joan Bray
Lions Club
Helen Mairinger
V.I.E.W. Club
Jenelle Brangwin
Remexio Partnership
Libby Turnock
Environment
Greg Thompson
Wildlife Rescue South Coast		
Wires		
Cubs/Scouting
Cuppa and kids
Bushwalking
Cricket Club
Fishing Club
Frisbee
Golf Club
Hockey Club
Pilates
Pony Club
Rowing Club
Tennis Club
Yoga
Iyengar Yoga

AGES and STAGES
Nicholas Carlile
Kate Hole
SPORTS and EXERCISE
Fran Pritchard
Hugh Sinclair
Vinnie Winch
Mark McLennan
Gordon Thomson
Sharon Gomez
Melinda Mangold
Karen Barker
Gerry Garrett
Peter Stanton
Vasudha Rao
Rose Andrews

4465 1327
4465
4465
4465
4423

1089
1585
2708
1712

4465
0431
4465
4465
0473
0418
4862

1851
355 725
1955
1357
114 026
427 214
1788

4446 0591
0432 177 206
4465
0435
4465
0439
4465
4465
0404
0407
4465
4465
4465
4465

1599
001 294
1448
456 356
1958
1580
483 680
928 994
1419
1688
1093
1364

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Alcoholics Anonymous
Rick
4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare
Andrew Fitzsimmons 4465 1482
Budgong Community Group
Alex Cooke
0418 440526
Chamber Tourism & Commerce Alison Baker
0405 379 393
Historical Society
Garth Chittick
4465 1367
FIG Community Garden
Lyn Rutherford
0414 737 547
FYRE
Karen Harrison
4465 1699
KV Arts Festival
Nick Minogue
0414 732 514
KVCA
Wendy Caird
kvcollections@bigpond.com
KV Sustainable
Land Management Group
Jan Johnson
4465 1593
KVRFS Captain
Mike Gorman
0447 651 540
		
4465 1540
K. V. Show
Mairi Langton
0412 180 778
Osborne Park Hall
Jacqui. Lenz
4465 1272
Pioneer Museum
Tony Barnett
4465 1800
Rock-Wallaby
Melinda Norton
4887 8256
Seniors Support 	
Tony Barnett 	
4465 1800
Upper River Progress Assn
Sarah Butler
4465 1364

Group secretaries please check and update contact
details if necessary
e: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

WEEKLY EVENTS
Mon – Fri
Bus Service to Nowra and Highlands 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass St. Joseph’s 9 am
Mon
1-3 pm Women’s Bible Study
Anglican Hall
4465 1585
Tues
10-12 and 6-8 Iyenga Yoga
4465 1364
Tues
Cuppa and kids
Sunday School Hall from 9-30 am
Tues
Yoga at KV Hall 9.30-10.45am and 6-7.15pm
Contact Vasudha 	
4465 1093
Wed
KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm and meetings
1st Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m.
Wed
Mass St Joseph’s 7 am (NB No Mass on Fridays)
Wed
Pioneer Museum Park Conservation Group
from 9am finishing about 4pm
Contact Werner Bayer
4465-1058
Wed
Kangaroo Valley Poker Group
The Friendly Inn 7pm
Wed
6-8 pm Iyenga yoga
4465 1364
Wed
Drama Classes for teenagers at The KV Hall
Wednesdays 5pm-6.30pm.
Contact Jillian O’Dowd
0468 309 530
Thurs
FIG Community Garden
9am-11am
0417 651 174
Thurs
Yoga at KV Hall 1.30 - 2.45pm
Contact Vasudha
4465 1093
Thurs
1-3 pm Women’s Care and Share Anglican Hall
4465 1585
Thurs
Friendly Inn Garden from 10am-12pm
		
0414 737 547
Sat
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 9 am
Sun
Anglican Church
4465 1585
8.30am Traditional service
10 am Contemporary service and
Sunday School
Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
Mon (1st)
Mon (2nd)
Mon (3rd)

Tues (3rd)
Tues (4th)
Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)
Tues (2nd)
Thurs (2nd)
Fri (2nd)
Sat (first)
Sat (last)
Sun (2nd)
Sun (last)
Sun (varies)

MONTHLY EVENTS
KV Rural Fire Service meeting
7.30 pm – Fire Shed
Contact Mike Gorman
4465 1540, 0447 651 540
Environment Group – 6 pm – Rectory Close
Contact Greg Thompson
0473 114 026
A and H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall
Contact Mairi Langton
0412 180 778
Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Working bee.
Contact Belinda
0466 065 768
Bushwalk
Contact Fran Pritchard
4465 1599
for confirmation and location of meeting place
Lions Club Contact Helen Mairinger 0431 355 725
Pre School Meeting
Trivia at The Friendly Inn 7-30 pm
Proceeds to Alzheimer’s Australia
4465 2001
KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon
Contact Garth Chittick
4465 1367
P. and C. Meeting – KV School
View Club General Meeting and Luncheon
12 pm – locations as advised
FIG Community Garden
9am - 12noon
0414 737 547
Brogers Creek Landcare
Contact Andrew or Liz
4465 1482
Kangaroo Valley Farmers Markets
Fishing Club Competition Day
Contact Harold Sharman
4465 1140
KV Pony Club (in Osborne Park)
contact Victoria Salkeld
4465 2520
BI-WEEKLY EVENTS

Thursday:

(1st and 3rd) Men’s Group - 7.30 pm
Contact Bob Dunn
4465 1056
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Kangaroo Valley Rural
Pty. Ltd.

Adrian: 0417 677 518 - Email: adrianhindman@bigpond.com
* For all your earthmoving and rural contracting needs
* Fully trained, reliable, competent operators
* Footings, house sites, driveways, dams, retaining walls, arenas

* Supply/delivery of road base, sand, top soil, landscaping rock
* 5.5 tonne & 22 tonne excavators, 12 tonne tipper & trailer
* Track bobcat, auger
* Cattle yards

* Rural fencing
* 4WD tractor with GPS
* Boom spraying

* Slashing, mulching

* Fertilizer spreading
If undelivered please return to:-

KANGAROO VALLEY VOICE
PO BOX 6079, KANGAROO VALLEY 2577

The monthly community newspaper
of Kangaroo Valley
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